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Thesis Project Definition
General Definition of Social Cause Design
Social cause design can be described as an emerging area of graphic design focused on
messages that inform and motivate the public to support a particular social cause,
or to take a positive action to improve the quality of people's lives.
Goal of the Project
The goal of this project is to compile a working resource to help graphic designers
develop effective solutions for social cause design problems. The intent is to provide a
starting place for designers rather than to create a comprehensive resource that covers
every aspect of social cause design.
Preface
Many designers have a personal interest in social cause design. They believe the noble
nature and purpose of the graphic design profession is to make people's lives easier,
safer, and more enjoyable.
Bellcflts oj

S,'r::JI CaLJ,e Design

OlJstacles Agall1st
Socl(j1 Cause Design

Social cause design is a combination of many noble qualities of graphic design.
It gives individual designers the opportunity to make a contribution to society,
and allows the entire graphic design field to demonstrate its professional dedication,
commitment, and skills. Social cause design solutions aim to bring about awareness
of important issues, ideally giving people an informed basis for deciding which causes
they choose to support. In addition, they provide a forum for organizations,
which could not otherwise afford professional design services to convey information
about their causes.
Social cause design benefits everyone. However, with all of its benefits, it has not
always been a priority for the graphic design discipline. One major reason is that there
are few financial incentives for designers to practice social cause design. Designers
who are motivated to support or serve the community often take the initiative on their
own, and many social cause design projects are completed free of charge.
The lack of financial benefits has hindered the development of social cause design as
a viable component of the graphic design discipline. This has also translated into
a lack of professional interest. In addition, there are few resources, such as guidelines,
that help designers with social cause design strategies.
Reasons for Working on Social Cause Design Projects
Although each designer may have his or her own reasons for contributing to
various social causes, these reasons can be categorized into two groups:
professIOnal and personal.

Social cause design can offer a designer the chance to gain professional experience
working with real clients, and exposure to large segments of the public. Additionally,
social cause design provides opportunities for the public to better understand the
graphic design discipline.
Personal Reasolls

A designer's own personal, ethical, moral, religious, and political beliefs can motivate
one to help an organization communicate its objectives, purposes, and goals.

Precedents
Currently there are very few materials, such as guidelines, that help graphic desIgners
working on social cause desIgn projects. However, more attention is being paid to
raising awareness and the need for designers to get involved in helping worthy social
causes and making contributions to society.
Precedents were categorized by their relevance to the thesis project. The first group
consists of materials that share the similar purpose of developing resources, guidelines,
or strategies for social cause design. The later group consists of materials that raise
the need for related resources, and more designers' involvement, but do not actually
provide specific strategies for designers.
Directly Relatecl

Social Issues Infotainment: Using Emotion and Entertainment
to Attract Reader's Attention in Social Issues Leaflets
Information Design Journal pp. 67~81, 11 (1), 200212003
Jmh' Gregory
This article focuses on the challenges designers of social issue leaflets face when
trying to attract audience attention. Judy Gregory reviewed a collection of existing
social issues leaflets to examme the strategies most frequently used. She identifies two
strategies that may help to solve these problems: information/argument strategy and
emotion/entertainment strategy.
Information/argument strategy is used when the audience is already interested in a
social cause. It provIdes the information in a straight forward manner and does not do
much to attract an audience's attention. The emotion/entertainment strategy is useful
for captunng an audience's attention when he or she is less interested in a SOCIal cause.
In addition to presenting the information, this strategy offers an emotional appeal.
Gregory's research method shares some similarities with a research method used
for this thesis project. In both cases existing examples of social cause design were
examined for design strategies that were often used. But unlike this thesis project,
Gregory analyzed one example to demonstrate how these strategies were used.
Another difference between the article and this thesis project is that Gregory
focused on attention-capturing strategies, and this thesis project focused on design/
communication strategies.
Why Bad Ads Happen to Good Causes: and How to Ensure
They Won't Happen to Yours
21)02
Andy Goodman
This book offers seven advertising principles for non-design professionals, such as
staff working for non~profit organizations, to create effective public interest print
advertisements. It was assembled using data previously collected by Roper ASW,
a marketing research and consulting firm.
Capture the reader's attention, such as a stop sign, and direct It like a road map.
Make an emotional connection before attempting to convey information.
Write headlines that offer a reason to read more.
Use pictures to attract and convince.
If you want people to read your text, make it readable.
Test before, measure after.
When everyone zigs, it's time to zag. (Breaking the rules)

Precedents

Andy Goodman examined public interest print advertisements for non-profit
organizations found in various popular magazines, such as Better Homes and
Gardens, Entertainment Weekly, and Sports Illustrated. The non-profit
organizations include the American Cancer Society, the Boys & Girls Club of
American, and the Christian Children's Fund. A survey was used to determine
audience reaction to the advertisements. The research looked at three levels of
audience reaction: the percentage of readers remember seeing the advertisement,
the percentage of readers who remembered the name of the non-profit organization
that placed the advertisement, and the percentage of readers who read half or
more of the advertisement.
Indirectly Related

Design Issues: How Graphic Design Informs Society

2002
Cummun/cdtlon Arts
The book is based on the popular 'Design Issues' column in Communication Arts
magazine. To reach out to a broader, more general readership, the magazine released
thirty-three of the best articles published in past issues in a book format. In the book,
twenty contributors, ranging from designers, illustrators, and advertising strategists
to artists, writers, and educators, examined contemporary design in a critical,
ethical, historical, social, and often humorous context. They discussed issues such as:
designing the shape of brands that are unscrupulously promoted on school grounds,
the implications of the global branding warfare, the design's role in the blurry outcome
of the presidential ballot, the designers' uneasy relationship with reading
and language, and how graphic design can foster or undermine social developments
in the world.
• Graphic Design: Reproduction and Representation Since 1800
1997
Paul Jobling and DClVld Crowlev
This account of graphic design includes the social, political, and economic forces
which shaped the century. It reveals the nature of the industry that produced posters,
and pamphlets, and explores ways in which design developed in order to address
a mass audience. The book also exposes the inherent tensions between the urge to
persuade, the wish to please, and the desire to profit.
Graphic Design for Non-Profit Organizations
1991
Peter La undy and .\las,i 1110 Vlgnelli
This book was designed as a tool help non-designers learn how to design
for nonprofit organizations. It includes basic guidelines on how to use grids,
color, rules, typography, page composition, and systems design.
Social Work: Saatchi & Saatchi's Cause-Related Ideas

2002
S£1atchl Cr SU£1tchi
The communications firm Saatchi & Saatchi has produced many public awareness
campaigns that address child abuse, road safety, sexually-transmitted diseases,
war, racism, drugs, torture, contraception, and censorship. This book presents a
complete retrospective of the best of Saatchi & Saatchi's cause-related advertising in
print and broadcast media. More than 100 advertisements are collected in this volume.
Included are campaigns such as 'Flies on Food' (food safety), 'Scrub Your Lungs'
(smoking), 'Brains' (racism), 'Raped as a 3-Year-Old' poster (sexual abuse),
and 'The Only Fur I'm Not Ashamed to Wear.'

4

Research
Research for this thesis project was concentrated in three main areas. The first was
general information related to, or that could be applied to, social cause design
such as books and periodicals. The second was process-related information,
such as theories, methods, and models. The third area was specific examples of
social cause design solutions.
General Informatlol!

Research of general information related to social cause design was conducted
to achieve an overall view of the thesis project. Information collected came from
publications such as newspapers, magazines, journals, and books.

Process

Research in this category included information that would aid in the process of
social cause design. These included hypotheses, theories, methods, strategies,
and models that would help designers when they are in the process of practicing
social cause design.
Examples in this category were existing works of social cause design selected to form
an adequate number of solutions representing a wide range of social causes.
Such examples were taken from graphic design magazines and annuals published
between 2002 and 2004. Only current examples of social cause design were chosen
because of time constraints and to make the final resource more relevant for designers.
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Research

General Information

Publications such as newspapers, magazines, journals, and books provided an
overview of the thesis project. Because of the limited time frame in which to conduct
the research and the large number of publications available, electronic research tools
provided by the RIT Wallace Library were used.

Design Magazines
and Journals
Art Magal1118s
and Journals

Magazines and Journals
Design magazines were examined first. The content pages of each magazine were
reviewed for articles relevant to this thesis project.

To ensure the research would include a wide variety of publications,
general research tools that covered a diverse range of art and design magazines
were used. Research was conducted using the Art Full Text database by Wilson Web.
A set of key words related to social cause design, such as 'social cause design,'
'cause-related design,' and 'public-interest design,' was used, and a record was
kept on which words were successful and which articles were found.
Books

In addition to magazine and journal articles, books relating to this thesis topic were
also found. These books can be categorized into two groups based on their content:
design content and outside content.
Design Content

Books in this group are specifically about graphic design and relate to social cause
design. Some books include the history of graphic design, while others cover graphic
design as a profession.

Outside Content

This category of books is not specifically about graphic design, but does relate to some
social cause design issues. Some of these books are from the communications field,
and others are from advertising.

Research

Research Methods
Selected design periodicals, such as Information Design Journal, Communication Arts,
and Print where searched for articles related to social cause design. This method was
time consuming because the information was abundant and in-depth and each articles
had to be checked closely.

Manually

An electronic means of research was also used. The Wallace Library offers a number
of tools, such as the Art Full Text database. Key words related to social cause design,
such as 'social cause design,' 'cause-related design,' and 'public-interest design,'
were used to search for relevant articles.

Electronically
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Notes showing a record of articles found using Art Full Text, an electronic research tool
provided by the Wallace Library. Recorded were the names of magazines or journals,
and their publication dates.

Research

What Was Found

Sample Publications

Research Results
Results included articles from magazines, journals, newspapers, and books.
Each publication was examined for its relevance to this thesis topic. These results
include the precedents to the thesis project described on page 2. Below are a few
sample publications that were reviewed. To see a complete list of articles and books,
please see the bibliography on page 61.

Social Issues Infotainment: Using Emotion and Entertainment
to Attract Reader's Attention in Social Issues Leaflets
Information Design Journal pp. 67-81,11 (1),2002/2003

JudI Gregory'
Why Bad Ads Happen to Good Causes: and How to Ensure
They Won't Happen to Yours

2002
Andy (,uodnul1

Design Issues: How Graphic Design Informs Society

2002
ComnUII/ical1U7I Arts

Graphic Design: Reproduction and Representation Since 1800
199'"'

Paul Joblll1g dnd David Crowley
Graphic Design for Non-Profit Organizations
1991

Peter Llllndv c1l1d :--b"lmo Vigndli
Social Work: Saatchi & Saatchi's Cause-Related Ideas

2002
)udtc!lI & Saatc!l1

Research

Process Information

Process information came from two main areas: information presented in graduate
courses at RIT, and information found in books gathered during the research process.
Graduate Courses
A range of important process information, including hypotheses, theories, models,
methods, and strategies, came from courses offered at RIT. These courses mainly
reside in the Graduate Graphic Design MFA and Communications and ?vledia
Technologies MS programs.
Graduate Graphic
Design Courses

Nine creative methods for research, organization, and brainstorming were introduced
in the Theory and Methods Seminar. Several of these methods, such as Wurman's
Organizing Hatracks method and comparative matrix, were used for this thesis
proJect; some may also be included in the final resource for social cause design.
Random Juxtaposition
, Synectics/Analogies, Metaphors, Similes
Mindmapping
~. Wurman's Organizing Hatracks

"cIOll

Fast-Looking
Comparative Matrix
- Forced Juxtaposition
'j

I,

Two of the most helpful communication courses were Visual Communication and
CommunicatIon Theory and Audiences. Visual Communication presented methods
to interpret and analyze visual images. Communication Theory and Audiences
introduced communication theories and models.
Bool<s
Some of the books used in this thesis were introduced in graduate courses, and others
were found during the research process. They can be categorized by design content
and outside content.
The Craft of Research
Second Edition, 2003
Wayne c:. Booth, Gregor\' G. Colomb, ]o,c:ph ;'11. \X'illi.1I11S
This book explains research to students. It explains how to approach a research
project as an analytical process. Every stage of research is described, from finding
a topic and generating research questions, to marshalling evidence, constructing
arguments, and writing a final report that is a model of authority. It has four parts:
introduction to the nature, values, and protocols of research; finding a topic through
a range of sources, such as personal interests and passions; help on the logic, structure,
and common pitfalls of argumentation; and how to present information gathered
and how to write a research document.
The Universal Traveler: A Soft-Systems Guide to Creativity,
Problem-Solving and the Process of Reaching Goals
The Updated Classic Edition, 2003
Don K()bcr~, Jim B.lgnall
This book provides information on creative problem-solving and clear thinking.
It offers a logical and systematic process for problem-solving. This system was derived
from cybernetics, a study of human control systems. The book uses language that
everyone can understand.

Reseinch

Creative Whack Pack
1992
Rogcr Von Occh
This pack is a deck of 64 illustrated cards that resembles a deck of playing cards.
It provides creative thinking strategies that help a person to think outside the
norm and enable him or her to examine things in new ways. The cards come with
instructions and the user has the option of using just a few or all of the cards,
based on needs.
Outside Content

, Communication Theories: Origins, Methods, and Uses in the Mass Media
Fifth Edition, 2001
Werncr J. "c\'cring and James W. Tankard, Jr.
This book introduces theories, hypotheses, models, foundations, and research methods
of mass communication. It also describes new technological changes in media,
such as the Internet, that have affected mass communication. Specific contents of this
book include: the changing media landscape, scientific methods and models
of mass communicatIOn, perception and language issues in the mass media,
the social-psychological approach, mass media effects and uses, media channels,
and a general overview.
Visuallnte/ligence: Perception, Image, and Manipulation
in Visual Communication

1997
Anne Marie Seward Barry
This book examines the role of the media played in developing images that impact
people's lives. Visual images could be interpreted as a language with meanings that the
media has used to create desired emotional effects in the audience. It explores visual
subtleties in areas such as digital manipulation, and contextual framing and the social
consequences of images. It also examines the persuasiveness of images in advertising,
politics, and entertainment.

Research
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Social Cause Design Examples
Finding existing examples of social cause design was one of the most crucial aspects
of this thesis project. One of the best ways to receive firsthand information about
social cause design was analyzing actual applications. Analysis of examples offered
practical information about what successes designers have had and what can be
learned from them.
Graphic design annuals were one of the best places to begin the search.
Brainstorming started with a list of major graphic design annuals. To keep the research
current, only recent annuals published between 2000 and 2004 were examined .

.~ 365: AlGA Year in Design
Graphis Design Annual
c The One Show
c
Art Directors Annual
Advertising Annual
Typography: The Annual of the Type Directors Club
Communication Arts
~

The number of social cause design examples contained in graphic design annuals
varied dramatically. Some annuals contained very few examples under
existing categories, such as 'advertising' and 'poster.' Other annuals, such as
Communication Arts and The One Show, contained a greater number of examples
in various categories, such as 'public service.' Communication Arts was the primary
source for visual examples used in this thesis project. Samples of these examples are
provided on the next page. To see all the examples, please go to Appendix A
on page 65.
The One Show 22 (38 examples)
Communication Arts (72 examples)
Advertising Annual 42, 2001 (11 examples)
Advertising Annual 43, 2002 (18 examples)
Advertising Annual 442003 (14 examples)
Design Annual 42, 2001 (8 examples)
Design Annual 43, 2002 (10 examples)
Design Annual 44, 2003 (11 examples)

11

Disabled (mentally disabled personl
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Synthesis
This stage focused on organizing the examples that were found. It was decided that
the best way to accomplish this would be to put the examples into categories.
These categories would be valuable not only for organizing the examples, but also
in giving someone an overview of the subject. The final social cause categories would
be included in the application.
Categorizing Social Cause Design Examples
Step One: Gathering Examples
More than 150 examples of social cause design were collected. Records of
each example, including the name, project, and issue number of the annual,
and the name of the client and design firm were recorded.
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SynthesIs

Step Two: Categorizing Examples
The first objective was to separate the examples into categories. A list of all social
causes was made from the handwritten notes. Examples of similar causes were
grouped together. For example, anti-smoking messages were placed with messages
for AIDS awareness under the category of 'health issues.'
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Step Three: Making Individual Example Cards
The large number of examples made organizing them into categories difficult.
While the list of all social causes was essentially comprehensive, it did not include
visual images of the examples. Verbal descriptions of the examples were less immediate
than actual images of the examples. The list was also long and inflexible; one could
not rearrange the order or groupings of the examples without rewriting the entire list.

To solve these problems, a new system was developed using cards. Each example was
printed on a 2.5 x 4 inch card. Information on the cards included the name of the
annual, issue number, page number, design firm, and client.
----_._-_._----

,---------_.

__. _ - - - - - - - -

STOP GUNI;OR~U~E·lN'oIAAMNESTY'
TRAFFICKING

..,..~.•,,,,,,,,.". W
. _ - - _.

-

i
INTERNATIONAL! I!

Publication

CA Ad Annual 42 Dec 01

Publication

CA Ad Annual43 Dec 03

Publication

CA DeSign Annual 43 Nov 02

Page / Category

p. 114 pnce stlcker

Page I Category

Saatchl &Saatchl
Smoke-Free Singapore

Design Finn

Page I Category
Design Finn
Client

p. 137 poster

Design Firm

p. 75 poster
GSD&M
Peace Council

Client

Client

Pentagram

Amnesty International
(pool .. lor InUN <oolo,..,•• on tI1l ,"t~ II'ldlln -.II ''''''I

, - - - - - - - - - _....

Publication

__._-_._--

Publication

Page I Category

CA Ad Annual 42 Dec 01
p. 107 magazine ad

Design Firm

DeVltoNerdl

Page I Category
Design Firm

Client

Amencan Civil Liberty UnIOn

Client

CA Ad Annual42 Dec 01
p. 113 poster

Rodgers Townsend
The Black World History Museum

Publication
Page I Category
Design Firm

Client

CA Ad Annual 43 Dec 02

p.69
Dentsu Young & Rublcam Singapore
Singapore Cancer Society

Synthesis
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Step Four: Making the Matrix

The card system allowed for a much faster and more flexible brainstorming process.
Each example could be grouped with other examples of similar social causes.
The first attempt to put together a matrix was made. Four major categories
of social cause design became apparent: health, education, nature, and sociaUpolitical.
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These notes show four basic categories of social cause design based on the
examples gathered. These categories included health, education. nature. and social/political.
This was one of the first attempts to develop major categories of social cause design
These are not the final categories.
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Step Five: Refining the Matrix
The next step in refining the matrix coincided with the second full thesis committee
meeting. The matrix was drawn on a white board with marker to make the matrix
easier for the committee to see, and to make it flexible enough so that it could be
altered if suggestions required adjustments to be made during the meeting.
The matrix consisted of four major categories: health, children's issues, education,
and politics. Each category was then divided into subcategories. Actual design
examples were provided for each category. Cards developed for each example were
used for the matrix; each card was placed into the matrix with small magnets that
allowed the cards to be moved as needed.
One of the most important suggestions brought forth during the meeting was that
some of the subcategories could be further clarified. For example, the subcategories
under "education' were unclear compared to the subcategories under 'health.'
The subcategories under 'health' were divided into "physical' and 'psychological.'
'Education' was divided into four subcategories: 'literacy' and 'history,' which were
unclear because, unlike the subcategories under 'health,' there was no apparent
relationship between 'literacy' and 'history.'
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ThiS picture shows the matrix of tile major categories of social cause design presented during
all early thesIs committee meeting. Tile matrix was drawn on a wiliteboard with markers.
Next to eacil category were example cards placed on the board witil magnets. Tile system
was deSigned to be flexible so tilat it could be altered If suggestions required ad;ustments to
be made dUring the meeting For details of the matrix. please see detail A and B on
the Ilext page
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Step Six: Reorganizing the Matrix

Improvements to the matrix concentrated on clarifying the major categories
and subcategories of social cause design. A number of organizational approaches
were influenced by Wurman's Organizing Hatracks method.
Wurman's Methods
by Category

Methods Used for This Thesis
Major Categories of Social Cause Design

Examples
Medical, Minorities,
Political, Social,
Environmental, and
Educational

by Magnitude

Size of a Population Effected
by an Issue

Individual, Small Group,
and Large Group

by Location

Geographical Location of an Issue

Local Issues,
National Issues, and
Global Issues

by Time

How Long are the affects of an Issue

Short·Term, and
Long·Term

Alphabetically

not used
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These notes show the brainstorming for reorganizing the matrix. This process focused on
clarifying the major and subcategories of social calise design

Synthesis
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Analyzing Social Cause Design Examples
Synthesis also focused on analyzing examples of social cause design that were obtained
during the research stage. Analysis of these examples made up the largest part of the
thesis project. The results of the analysis were used to compile a working resource for
social cause design problem-solving.

Analysis of
Communication
Strategies Helps Other
Designers Working On
Similar Prolects

Examples Analyzed
Represent All
SIX Categories of
Social Cause DeslQl1

Examples Were
Chosen Based On ThellPersuasion Levels and
Size of Audience

Overla PPll1g Categories

AnalysIs Focused
on the !1111~nded and
Perceived Meanings
of A Message

Why Is the Analysis Important to This Thesis Project?
Examples were taken from graphic design annuals. This meant they were already
deemed successful on certain levels in terms of design, concept, and problem-solving.
Analysis of these examples revealed what strategies designers used to communicate
the messages for various social causes. Knowing these strategies will help designers
working on future projects to find solutions for social cause design problems.
Which Examples were Analyzed and How were They Chosen?
The time constraint of this thesis project did not allow all examples to be analyzed;
a selected number of examples were chosen instead. To make sure the analysis covered
a wide range of subjects and the final resource represented all categories of social cause
design, examples were chosen based on the six major categories of social cause design
developed in the synthesis stage of the thesis project. These categories are health,
minority groups, political, nature, social issues, and education. Examples that were
analyzed are presented on the next page in their categories.

Examples were also chosen because of their messages' high level of persuasion and the
large size of their audiences. Examples designed for use within an organization,
such as annual reports, were not used because they were less persuasive and were
intended for a small audience. Analysis focused on examples that were designed
for mass audiences, such as messages found in magazines and newspapers that are
most persuasive in terms of their communication. Analysis of these examples is
valuable because these kinds of messages face more challenges and the success of their
communication strategies offer the most help for other designers working on similar
projects. A few examples with special or unusual production aspects, such as fading
ink or ink that glows in the dark, were also used because the features helped the
messages command the audience's attention and improved the likelihood of someone
spending time to understanding the messages.
How was the Analysis Conducted?
Based on the criteria above, a total of twenty-seven examples were analyzed.
Although they represent the six major categories of social cause design, there was
some overlapping of topics. Some examples could be listed under more than one
category. For example, the message about safe sex targeted to teens could be listed
under anyone of the following: health, teens, women, minority groups, and education.

The main focus of the analysis was the design strategies used to communicate intended
messages. To accomplish this, a set of criteria had to be implemented, to make the
analysis consistent. The criteria focused on two aspects of the strategies: their intended
meanings and the goals of the message, and the audience's perception of the message.
This criteria was developed using the semiotic model that includes semantic, syntactic,
and pragmatic considerations. More information about the semiotic model is provided
on page 23.
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Health

CANCER CURES SMOKING

Minority
Groups
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These are the 27 examples that were analyzed. They represent all six major categol'les of
social cause design as defined by this thesis study.
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The basic criteria for the analysis is based on the semiotic model. It has three
dimensions: semantic, (examines the meaning of a design), syntactic, (examines the
aesthetic form of a design), and pragmatic, (examines the technical implementation,
use, and function of a design). It was used because it is one of the most effective
models for evaluating the relative success of a design in relation to basic design goals.
Its use allows critical analysis focused on the effectiveness of the communication
strategies of the examples of social cause design and their messages.

Why Use the
SemIOtic Model?

Semantic

Ergonomics
accessibility
environment
human factors
legibility
lighting, visibility

Meaning
concept
content
context
hierarchy
message
symbols
words

concept, meaning

Production
fabrication
materials, tools
processes

Pragmatic

Syntactic

Specifica tion
cost, deadlines
schedule

technical
functional

formal
aesthetic

Distribution
interactive
mailed, posted
static, kinetic
time-based

Form
composition
hierarchy
proportions
typography

Structure
grid system
margins
rhythm
white space

Variables
position,
size, shape
texture, tone
weight, color

Perception
balance
emotion
gestalt
Communication
accuracy
clarity
appropriateness
integrity
language
readability

The original intent of the analysis was to identify design strategies used to
communicate a message to an audience. The analysis of these strategies would
mclude the intended meaning of a message and how the audience is likely to perceive
that message. The semantic component of the semiotic model is concerned with the
meaning of a design. The semantic criteria are helpful for analyzing the intended
and perceived means of a message. Semantic includes meaning, perception,
and communication. (Selected critcri'l arc highlighted with bullets.)

How Was the SemIOtic
Model Used?

•
•
•
•
•

Meaning
Concept
Content
Context
Hierarchy
Message
Symbols
Words

Perception Communication
Balance
• Accuracy
• Appropriateness
• Emotion
Gestalt
• Clarity
• Integrity
Language
Readability
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BasIc Components
of the Analysis

Selected criteria, such as accuracy, appropriateness, and clarity, formed the basic
components of the analysis. The analysis was divided into two major components:
the designers' intended meaning of a message, and the audiences' perception of the
message. There were also several minor components of the analysis listed below.

Major Components

Designers' Intended Meaning of a Message (meaning)
Goals of the Message
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message and Its Intended Meaning
Audiences' Perception of the Message (perception/communication)
Audiences' Perception of the Message and Its Meaning
Successes of the Communication

Minor Components

Minor Parts of the Analysis
Kind of Message
Persuasion Level
Context
Credit Information

C:v4-.~",;J</'1 !!). "Iu*''''
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fe{5u?~"

Level -

-.

MesslIu e

Strategy
Objo<:tlu"
~l..
Inll>ft,.,tt'\It1tuhu'r<I"ftsb ol~rnoktnH
1
EmphUtc,nll Iltu Ilt~ lttl<Jttet~f~o'l ul "tft"~ln.
f~l~tOd heMh !l,ohIQm.
.-/

Cl ....lty
Thocoo<;{lpl. ollho nd

61""' c!ea"

t.

clU~f

81~r- C~

AeCUfj:IV
Tlchnlqu",
Aeplac"'l1 Iha , ..I pftce lag onc'glrene. in !ItO, ••
w,lh.h~ep"cel.ll .atallo,,><:ludnthlco!lt
01 a bVlJin'ufllcfY wntd'l '" one 01 thl h •• ljh
pfobl.m,c.uBedbv.mo~,nll

Approprlne ......

Aduenllgl
W.rntnll·mo~ef•• Dolflth.rtn.nctelco",ol

problem. may be mOre
.fleCltuelhanluS'\,nlolTTl,nlllhem .bou1 Ih • h.allh
rtSQ 01 .mo~,nll Iiong Many .mo~er, 'cem 10
eire morlaDolfllheorwalllllhlnlhett hOllth
.mO~tnlt"f.I.led h.ahh

lnll1grlty

PuTtlngwI""ngllbcllonc,g.r!ltlcpadoagll
mea .... only .mo~lrl or pOlenl,al .'"o~o'" would
bc!ntblcetodlolhcad andm'h,m'CIJI~po.urel
10 nonlmo~.," who m.y n01 wanllo ,ee lhe.d
Oh-.lUI","gl
• Thoappl'cal,onollhead"fl'.,"gy'"h" rdloapply
,nare.l1ife ..lual,on
• ~.m'l.d appl'cal,on range
• Thllaet,cmaynolbeleg"l
• Thl.dlslfOlegymaynolhauemud'llfleeton
pOlenl,.l smo~er. who haue lned 10 Jmo~e uI,ng
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These are the left and right page of an earlier version of tile analysis. Tiley showthe
brainstorming for the content and layout of tile analysis. Details of each page are provided on
page 25 and 26
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Message
Type
Inforrnu'l9

cJ

Strategy
Objective
• Informing the health risks of smoking
Emphasizing the the financial cost of smokin
related heath problems.

rlSk

Taking preventive action
Persuasion Level
ACHon
Goal

Get

smok~rs 10 qUIt

smoking

Context
Despite the increasing awareness of proven links
between smoking and health problems such as
lung cancer, smoking continues to be a major
problem. Not only a large number of people
continue to smoke, but there are many new
smokers each year.

Many of them continue to ignore warnings of
health risks. Some of their reasons are that certain
kinds of health problems take years to develop,
and not every smoker develops these health
problems.

Publication
CA ,.).dV•.)r[I:"lfh.l "1"11"111<'11 4?, OpcPrflIJ!:1 2001, lJclge
ClHOyory
Pr Il.C Slickt."
Ocsiqn FU"01

ill & St'!;>ldll

SJ31 C

Cliallt
Sn iO~ t:-Frce

SIII'....l<1()f)fH

1111

Technique
Replacing the real price tag on cigarettes in stores
with a fake price tag ',at also includes the cost
of a bypass surgery Which is one of the health
problems caused by smoking.
Advantage
Warning smokers about the financial cost of
smoking-related health problems may be more
effective than just informing them about the health
risks of smoking along. Many smokers seem to
care more about their wallet than their health.
Putting warning labels on cigarette packages
means only smokers or potential smokers would
be subjected to the ad and minimizes exposures
to nonsmokers who may not want to see the ad.

Disadvantage
• The application of the ad's strategy is hard to apply
in a real life situation.
• Limited application range
• The tactic may not be legal
• The ad's strategy may not have much effect on
potential smokers who have tried to smoke using
cigarettes from friends. And by the time they see the
ad they may have already be hooked on smoking.
• More adaptable for use with current smokers

ThiS IS the left page of an early version of the analysIs. It shows how the criteria taken from
the semantic dimension of the semiotic model was used. The left page IS concerned with
the Intended meaning of a message and tile strategies deSigners used to communicate that
message to an audience.
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Appropriateness

Integrity

I!Jlsonance

This is the right page of an early version of the analysIs, The right page is concerned with
how the audience is likely to perceive a message. It shows explorations for the structure of
an analysis page, and what aspects of the message should be analyzed
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Meaning'

,

.

------,

'.

Objective
Informing people about the dangers of secondhand smoke
Get people to quit smoking
Strategies
Humor and irony are used to get the message that secondhand
smoking kills across to the audience. The image of a prisoner who
is about to be executed by a firing squad actually killed his executioners
first with secondhand smoke seem funny and ironic at first. But it
is trying to communicate a more serious message of the danger
of secondhand smoki ng. The main target audience is not the smoker,
but rather the people that have to be around smokers such as
families and friends.
Advantages
The humor will have a wider appeal, and attract more people to
look at it. People may be more willing to spend extra time to look at
the image and read the copy.
Disadvantages
The humor may also mislead people about the serious
danger of smoking. The concept of the ad will require more
thought and interpretation from the audience. This may lead to
misinterpretation on the part of the audience. And the message
may not be as immediate.

This is the leh page of a later version of the analysis. It shows ideation on the layout and
content of tile analysis. This version of the analysis was further simplified. It also includes
feedback from the chief advisor. It was suggested that the terms for the headings,
such as objectives, strategies, advantages, and disadvantages, should be clear
and meaningful.
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Type
Inlorrnrng 01 d fISk
T<lkrng i1crron

Publication
CA AJvurlro,rng ,.'\nnual 43, Dec 02, D C).:1

Persuasion Level
Actron

Poster

Category

Oesrgn Fum
Bur,cy L..IUerrn031l

Goal
Gel srnokers to qUIt smokrng

Clrent
I ubrrLcn 1-'1°(: H;'lll

Context
DespIte the increasrng awareness of proven links between
smoking and health problems such as lung cancer, smokrng
continues to be a malor problem. Not only a large number
of people continue to smoke, bUl1here are many new
smokers each year
Many of them contrnue to rgnore warnrngs of health risks
Some of their reasons are that certarn krnds of health
problems lake years to develop, and nOl every smoker
develops these health problems

7
/

Clarity

4

Connection Type

5

3

5

rrraccurate

qurck

slow

3

3

Appropriateness
_ _ _ _--"'''-pp'''r~l?,c'''''al'''e

Connection Strength
----''"na'''p'''p.:.:'o'''p.:.:'''''at"e_ _____'s"'u"on"'g'-

----'w.:.:e"'a::.'

3

3

Integrity

Resonance

etllll:al

long-term

4

3

_

4

Immediacy

Accuracy

4

;n_"_n_CCl

u'--n"'c""e.,arIOd!recr

_ _ _fClr-cc'Ccc",--'

4

_

2

short-term

3

Tim is tl18 right page of a later version of the analysis In this verSion a bi-polar scale system
was used. The scale system was used to make the analysIs easier and quicker to lInderstalld,
and easier to compare results with that of other examples.

s
Right Sprelld lTop)
The information !lm'd here 1\ background mform,allon
about the me\Sage and the '\0.:131 cause. It IS a mmor
component of the ()\"er311 an31)Sls.

Left Sprelld
H~t( thC'

mformallon deals with the deSigners' Side
of thC' commum,atton. It Includes thC' goals or the ImendC'd
m~amng of the messagC', and strategiC's used to commumc;ue
the message.

Type
TypC' IS thC' klOd o( mes... agc. A message can bt lO(ormauve.
persuasive, or hoth. hn example, here the mes..Jge IS both
btcauSt It mforms the Judu:m;e of the flsks of smoklOg
and persuade.. onC' to qUit ..mokmg.

Obiective
These are the goals of the message. or the meaning deSigners
IOt~nded the mes\age to commuOlcate. for example. here
the goals of the message arc to IOform the audlem;c of the
risks
of moklng and to persuade the audience to qUit \mOklOg.

Persuasion Level
ThC' pcrsua"lon le\"d dCf'IC'nds on Its purpose. for example.
;In annual report deSigned to bt In(ormatlvt foe a small
audlC'n,c docs nm need to encompass the same level of
persuasion .11'0 J billhoard desl~ed for a mass .Judlen,e.

Str.tegy
StratC'gll:s art the com;tplS behind the ,ommunu;atlon th:u
help tht mts~agc havc ItS ImcndC'd dfecn. For example.
here the message u~es feu to persuade the 3udlen(;~ to take
thC' desired a(llon.

M.antnlil

Communication

.........

Perception

Goal
Goal rder.. 10 the url~lnJ,l goal o( tht:: message. It IS wh:at
the nonprofit orgJI1113UOn hupes to 3ccomphsh for Its
SOCial cau'oe.

•nlo'mH·lllM'Op.. oll"."pol •.....,.'n'

.

G~IM'OClI'IOQ"!lImI».I"ll

.''''ew
"'1I1'~lnlll~1 "'I p"el"ll on, p,do; I' elll".n.. WIl'"

Adv.nt.ge

--

IIUeel'll'~.I.'lIOlncl"de$I".CO.,01 I

How Will the s~ratef(les Improve the commUnication
of the meuJ,~e? For example. In this case k;u help\ ~o grab
.In audiences' attention and conve), the urgenq- of the
meS\.1)te of the soual 'J,u~.

'''"tJ1lf\1 10'0'"

I.k.
byQ'"''''ll'ry,w",ch " '

01'''. ".."" p,obllo 'c....Mdb......okl"ll

Conte.'

........n."Il .... oll •••• fIO"I1~.I.rwnc..'CUlolll""O*',"Il ....ed
11.001_ m.,. .... 1ftO'• • ,,~, I~'" lwn ,n'o<m'''lll~'''
ol."."....""
oIJll">oll"ll M."Y'
••• - . . IOCltI mo"

3 •

"',"It

.DouII"'''W'

Disadv.ntage

'''.n I~'"

" •• It~

PuI'l"ll_.n'''''I.bI'.one·iI··..,.~'''lI
.. ,....·,,·on,
01'1'<1 00 10 ,~. 1CI~.n,

Somellme!! stutef(les can hurt a messagC' If Ihey arC' u~d
mappropnJtc:ly. for example. here an audience' member
may deCide to Ignore the message because he or she docs not
appreclatC' bemg scarC'd UlIO domg somtthlOg.

00_-

0< pol....' " smoI •••••• 1M'",

""n,,"Ll"'-"PO'u"tonon~

..

Background mformatlnn Jhout a SOCial cause (an help
someone ~alO a bener undersundmg of the hlstot)· :and
problems of the cau..e. Jnd wh)' a pantcular strategy
was used.

nt.nd

.

l""'~I>Clloonolln.td~.n' ......nl ...''ll.... " ••'''O.lIPrvln
• ,..,1111,,,,,,,,o,, l.m".".PlI".:ll'or ..nll.ln.'KI'em.... no1
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.mok••• whoh
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I'" T1.- .11'10
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Credit Information
OM.......

This IOdude'O where the example was obtalOC'd.
who deSigned the mesuKe. ;lOd who It IS (or.

Right Sprelld (Bottom)
The IOformatlon pun Ided hC'rC" duls with how the .IudlC'nee
IS hkdy (0 pcrcel\'e J, me~ a~e deSigned vanous
communKJ110n 'j,(rJtcgle...

Communication

TIl

d

r e v e r on

of t ,e dnalY::'I

The communICation a"ree( of the message rden (0 whether
or not the mC'suge 1\ durh' communlcatC'd (0 the audlcm:e
and If thC' ..(rategles u..ed III communtcate arc appropriate
For examplC", somellme.. Slr3tegu:s may over·compllcate a
message. and C.lU"C' confuSion for the audience. Or some
strategies, such in feJt and shock. can produce works thJt
are difficult for someone to look at and cause emotional
tuuma for the audience

Perception
The perce pilon J,sp«t of the mes-uge conslden how thC'
audience Interprets a mesuge. It has to do With whether
Or not the audience- Ittls dlr«tly or emotionally
connected to the mrssatte. How qwckly the audience
cstahhshcs a connection With the message and the uength
of Ihal connr:cllon Will also affect one's teffiC'mbenng
of the mesuge.
The analyslS used a scale "stem ro rat~ tht ~ffeetlvenr of I
mesuge's commumcatlon. The scak system I used beelUK
It prncnrs the re-sul" dearly and qwckly It IS also ~a y ro
usc U1 comparing the ~ffeetlv(ncsS of d.ffcrmt rnnugn
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Ideation
This section describes the ideation process for the application of this thesis project.
The application format chosen as most appropriate for a working resource for
social cause design problem-solving is a website. It is a web resource designers can
use as a reference for ideas that may help them with their own social cause design
projects. Specific contents of each section of the website are provided in Appendix C
on page 127. A flow chart of the website is provided on the next page.
Contents of the Resource for Social Cause Design Problem Solving
General Definition of Social Cause Design
Goals of the Project
Preface
Reasons for Doing Social Cause Design
Social Cause Design: Model of Communication
Major Categories of Social Cause Design
Problem Solving Strategies
Reference
Homepage

This section includes a general definition of social cause design and the goals of the
thesis project. They are provided to give users a basic understanding of social cause
design and the purpose of the web resource.

Preface

This section talks about the designer's personal reasons behind developing this
resource. It includes the ultimate purpose of graphic design, benefits of social cause
design, and obstacles social cause design faces.

Reasons

This section discusses some of the reasons why designers choose to become Involved
with social cause design, including professional and personal reasons.

Communication
Model

A basic communication model provides users with a basic knowledge of the
communication process, which helps users better understand the analysis
of examples of social cause design.

Examples

Examples provided are the twenty-seven examples analyzed earlier in Synthesis on
page 21. There are six subsections which relate to the six major categories of social
cause design. These sections are health, minority groups, political, social, nature, and
education. Within each subsection, specific examples are provided. Users have the
option of seeing which strategies were used to communicate a message, the advantages
and disadvantages of these strategies, a detailed analysis of the examples, and the
communication theories behind some of the strategies.

Reference

This section includes a bibliography and other helpful reference materials discovered
during the course of the thesis project, which are also helpful for social cause design.

Feedback

Feedback includes questions for users who visit the site. They are designed to
determine how users feel about the website and its usefulness as a resource for social
cause design problem-solving.
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IdeatIOn

Homepage

_iii

ThiS IS the flow chart of the web resource

Communicat
Model

•

Reference

Examples
I

Feedback
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Ideation

The goals for designing the website are to clearly present information and provide a
user-friendly interface. Imagery, such as the examples of social cause design,
was used not only as part of the analysis, but for visual interest. The website follows
the basic standard for format size. The buttons are presented horizontally for easy
use, and to show the preferred sequence for information to be viewed. Users have the
option to go to a chosen section first. The site is designed so that a user would be able
to go the page of his or her choice within two or three clicks.

Layout of the
Web Resource
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These Ideatloll sketches show the braillstorming for the homepage, The title of the web
resource IS located 011 th8 top of the page, The body text and images of the examples are ill
the middle of the page, Navigation buttons are placed near the bottom of the page,
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Ideation
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These Ideation sketches show brainstorming for sections of tile web resource.
They follow the same layout of the homepage. These sketches explored differellt ways
Imagery and diagrams could be Incorporated into the page.
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Ideation
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TI18se are ~dditional ideation sketches of brainstorming for the web resource.
These sketches explored how the sections for each categories would look, and how other
components, such as matrices, could be incorporated.
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Intermediate Evaluation
Why Was the
Survey Conducted?

Evaluation came from two sources: outside feedback through surveys and feedback
from the thesis advisors. The feedback collected was used to improve the application.

Survey Feedback
Data collected from the survey was compared to the results of the analysis done by
the author. In the original analysis, a scale system was used to rate the effectiveness of
a message's communication. The bi-polar scale system ranging from 0 to 5, 0 being
neutral and 5 being most strong, was used because it presents the results clearly
and quickly. The numeral system used by the bi-polar scale allowed the results of one
analysis to be easily compared with the results of other analyses. The scale system
has advantages in terms of presenting and comparing results, but has drawbacks as
well. The scale system does not explain why and how a number score was given to
a message. One may interpret the score as a result of personal opinion and not by
critical analysis. This drawback was pointed out by the thesis committee members.

Communication

Perception

Clarity

Connection Type

clear

unclear

direct

indirect

~-----------------~.-._-

4

3

2

0

4

5

Accuracy
InacCurate

3

2

0

2

3

4

5

Appropriateness

3

3

0

3

4

5

4

3

0

2

3

4

-j
I,

strong

weak

3

0

2

3

4

5

Resonance
unethical

3

2

slow

4

Integrity

4

0

quick

4

ethical

5

3

Connection Strength
inappropriate

appropriate
4

4

Immediacy

accurate

4

5

3

0

TIllS
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4

__ I()~§J'Ier.rrl. . __

5

4

3

a close·up sample of the bl-polar scale system.
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0

2

3

_

short-term
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4

I
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How Was the
Survey Conducted?

To test the usability of the scale system, data was collected using surveys.
Surveys used the same scale system used for the analysis of examples. This was done
to see if the results or rating from a general audience group yielded the same results as
the analysis conducted by the designer for this thesis project.

Wilat Examples Were
Used ami Why?

The survey used examples of anti-smoking messages from the health category.
Each survey contained six examples with one example placed on each page.
The same social cause was used because the results would offer the most value in
terms of companng different strategies used to communicate the same message, and to
see which strategies the audience responded to.

Results of the Survey

15 surveys were distributed to non-design students at RIT and 11 of them
were returned. Among the six examples, three of them stood out as being most
successful in communicating their messages. They are highlighted on the chart on page
38. All of them use simple and well-known symbols or imagery.
Overall, audiences responded to the strategies used to communicate the message,
although there was some confusion about the survey. Some of the respondents did not
fully understand the terms, such as clarity and accuracy, used in the survey.
More information was needed to clarify the scale system, such as short sentences
explaining the individual terms. This would help make the survey and the analysis
clearer. In addition, a short overview paragraph accompanying the scale system will
help further explain reasons behind the number scores.
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Social Cause Design Example Survey

Communication

Perception

Clarity

Connection Type
unclear

CIC,H

Accuracy

Qlllck

slow

Connection Strength

Appropriateness
inappropriate

strong

weak

Resonance

Integrity
elhlcol

lnduect

Immediacy
maccurate

accurate

appropriate

direct

unethical

long-term

shon-term

This IS a copy of the survey that was used The actual survey contained 6 pages,
one page for each example

1

Intermediate EvaluatIOn

Clarity

Accuracy

Is the message
communicated clear?

Appropriateness

Integrity

Type

Immediacy

Strength

Resonance

Isthe message
communicated accurate?

Is the message
communtC31ed appropriate?

Is the message
communicated elhlcal?

Are you directly connected to
rhemessage?

Are you Immed 13tdy connected
to the message?

Are you strongly conna:red to
the message?

Is the message
communicated rnemorablC'?

Clear 64%

Accurate 36%

Appropriate 73%

Ethical 64%

Direct 45%

Quick 55%

Strong 55%

Long-term 73°0

Unclear 36%

Inaccurate 36%

Inappropriate 9%

Unethical 18%

Indirect 55%

Slow 36%

Weak 36°0

Short-term 27°0

Neutral 0%

Neutral 27%

Neutral 18°e

Neutral 18°0

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0°0

Neutral 9%

Neutral 0°0

Clear 73%

Accurate 55%

Appropriate 64%

Ethical 82°o

Direct 64%

Quick 64"0

Strong 64°0

Long-term 64°0

Unclear 27%

Inaccurate 270/<

Inappropriate 36°"

Unethical 9%

Indirect 36%

Slow 27°,

Weak 18°"

Short-term 0°0

Neutral 0%

Neutral 18%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 9°o

Neutral 0%

Neutral 9°o

Neutral 18°o

Neutral 27°0

Clear 100%

Accurate 100%

Appropriate 100%

Ethical 82%

Direct 91%

Quick 100%

Strong 82%

Long-term 100%

Unclear 0%

Inaccurate 0%

Inappropriate 0%

Unethical 9%

Indirect 9%

Slow 0%

Weak 18%

Short-term 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 9%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Clear 82%

Accurate 82%

Appropriate 82%

Ethical 73%

Direct 82%

Quick 82%

Strong 82%

Long-term 82%

Unclear 9%

Inaccurate 9%

Inappropriate 9%

Unethical 9%

Indirect 9%

Slow 9%

Weak 9%

Short-term 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 9%

Clear 82%

Accurate 73%

Appropriate 73%

Ethical 73%

Direct 82%

Quick 82%

Strong 82%

long-term 82%

Unclear 9%

Inaccurate 18%

Inappropriate 18%

Unethical 18%

Indirect 9%

Slow 9%

Weak 9%

Short-term 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 9%

Clear 64%

Accurate 64%

Appropriate 64%

Ethical 82°o

Direct 82%

Quick 82°0

Strong 73°0

Long-term 82°0

Unclear 18%

Inaccurate 27%

Inappropriate 27%

Unethical 18%

Indirect 18%

Slow 18%

Weak 27°0

Short-term 9°0

Neutral 18%

Neutral 9%

Neutral 9%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0%

Neutral 0°0

Neutral 9°0

CANCER CURES SMOKING

These are the results of the survey The audience responded
well to three of the examples Interms of their cornmurHcatlOI1

They are highlighted above In grey
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Thesis Committee Members' Feedback
Committee members' feedback focused on making the analysis clear. Several problems
existed within the original version of analysis. They included terms or the headings
that were used, such as 'clarity,' 'accuracy,' and 'communication kind,' and their
sequences, such as the order of 'communication' and 'perception.' The improvements
suggested by the committee members were:
Improvements for the Analysis

Add Meaningful Category Headings
Adjust Logical Sequence
, Choose Terms that are not Ambiguous in Meaning
Avoid Unnecessary Duplication
Get an Outside Group to Evaluate the Bipolar Scales
Meaningful
Category Headings
and Avoid Ambiljuity

Category headings include major terms, such as 'meaning,' 'communication,'
and 'perception;' and minor terms, such as 'objective,' 'strategy,' 'advantages,'
and 'disadvantages,' which are all under 'meaning.' These terms can be ambiguous,
especially for someone not familiar with this thesis project, as was shown in the
survey. Some of the terms caused confusion and had to be explained to the audience.
As was discovered with the survey, a short sentence accompanying the terms can help
clarify them. This would also eliminate ambiguities between the terms. For example,
instead of having terms such as 'clarity,' 'accuracy,' and 'appropriateness,' these terms
can be expanded into short questions, such as: 'Is the message clearly understood
or communicated?,' 'Is the information communicated accurately?,' and 'Is the
message ethical?'

Logical Sequence and
Avoid Unnecessary
Duplication

The sequence of these terms was also unclear. In the communication and perception
components of the analysis, these terms seemed to overlap each other and caused
confusion, as discussed above. The sequence of these terms did not seem to be logical.
The audience's 'perceptIOn' should perhaps come before 'communication.'
This way the analysis talks about the audience's interpretation of the message first,
then discusses the effectiveness or the successes of the communication. It was also
suggested that one of these terms could possibly be eliminated altogether.
This solves the problems with ambiguity, duplication, and illogical sequence.
For example, if the term of 'communication' was eliminated, then more attention
would be directed toward the two major components of the analysis. The analysis
would concentrate on the intended meanings of a message and the audience's
perception of that message.

Get all Outside GrOl!i:
Evaluate the
BI-polar Scales

The results of the survey support the suggestions given by the committee members.
The scale system is still a valuable part of the analysis, but needs explanation.
As discussed earlier, a solution for this could be that rather than merely having
the term 'clarity', it could be accompanied with a question, such as: 'Is the message
clearly understood or communicated?'

to

A comparison between the old and new version of the analysis is provided on the next
page. To see all the analyses please go to Appendix B on page 73.

Irterl'ledlate Evaluation
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The analysIs on the left IS the onganal verSion, and the one on
the nght IS the Imptoved analysIs based on feedback ftom the
survey and theSIS committee members. As shown above,
the Improved version of the analysIs presents ItS content clearly
and SImply. It has two maJor components: the left page talks
about the strategies deSigners used to communICate a message
and the nght sptead talks about the audoence's perception of
that message. All of the maJor headings and subheadings ate
sentences Instead of Just key words. BI-polar scales on the fight
spread use key words and short questions In combination.
Under the scales ate two shott patagraphs explaining the
scores given to the message. Attention was paid to makmg
the analySIS clear and Immediate.
A sample analySIS for each of the six categories of SOCial cause
deSign IS prOVIded on the Implementallon sectIon.
The enllte analySIS of all twenty-seven examples is proVIded
on AppendIX B on page 73.
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Implementation
This section explains how ideation for the application of this thesis project was
implemented. It was decided that the format of a web resource was most appropriate
for the application of this thesis project. This web resource serves as a reference where
designers could go for help on social cause design projects. Implementation focused on
designing the actual web resource based on the range of approaches developed
during ideation.

Layout of tile
Web Resource

First Version of the Web Resource
This is an earlier version of the website designed based on the approaches developed
in ideation. Global buttons leading to the main sections of the site are provided on the
top of the page. Local buttons are listed closer to the bottom of the page. The website
is laid our horizontally because users read text from left to right.
In addition to the global buttons located on the top of the site, buttons leading directly
to individual categories of social cause design are provided on the bottom of the page.
It was suggested that a user already familiar with social cause design may want to skip
the introductory sections and go directly to the categories of his or her choice.
Both textual and imagery buttons are provided to reinforce the individual categories.

.,. .

'J1

TRr M.l.R ON Til UO

TillS

IS

tile home page of the website.

,
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ImplementatiOn

What Changed and
What Remained
the Same?

Improved Version of the Web Resource
This improved version of the website still follows the basic layout and concept of the
earlier version. It is bigger, to accommodate more content, and the background color
is lighter to allow content such as type and imagery to be more easily read. The basic
navigation is still the same.

The global buttons for major sections of the site are located on the top of the page,
and buttons leading to specific categories of social cause design are located near the
bottom, allowing the user to go directly to a category if desired.
Images of the examples are also provided with buttons to reinforce the categories.
One can click on the image to see a close-up and get a better idea of what kinds of
examples are included in each category. One can also simply click on the buttons
to the categories. The content of the web resource remained basically the same as
described earlier.

Resource for Social Cause Design

lam Mart "0011.

In 1960,
I met Sarah,
tlto lovo Dr mv 111e.

She bore me
two beauUlul girls.

Sue and Kim.
life's perfeci

tn gUr US( cut! hona

._-- ~
_In 1960

I mel sarart

welof'nllllott'"

~~~!2~

Suc apd linl

Ulc palo el
--,
...
~

ThiS IS the home page of the web resource. Navigation buttons to the sections of the site are
located on the top of the page. Buttons that lead directly to individual categories are located
on the bottom. Other pages of the web resource follow the same layout.
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Implementation

Examples

Resoulce fot' Soclal Cause Design

lam Mart Wong.

101960,
I met Sarah.
tho love 01 mY 1IIe.
She
bore me
two beautllul gltlS.
Sue and Kim.
life's perfeCf
In our f..D'$r coati bo~lt

~

.-_-.-

.........
In 1960. ~
Inlet S.ahUl

tN ..... ~.., ...

She: IHHtlP'lO

Sue auCll:lm
L1I1'S jle,-ICcl

..... '---

~~'.!~~..r,~~l~
r_.........

I••
t

........, •.

1I11NJJ1bflUllffl

"~~

This is the example section of the web resource. This section serves as the introductory page
of the major categories of social cause design, A visual example is provided for
each category.
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Implementation

Examples

H~a~th
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, .8111Matt Wonl1:'

101960,
Ithomet
Sarah.
love or my Itle.
She bOre me
two beauUlul U1r1s.

Sue and Kim.
life's perfect
In our 1lJ:S,r C(UI'trllplac

This is the health section of tile web resource. There are four images on this page, as there
are four subcategories under health: ·physical.' ·psychological.' 'disability.' and'substance
abuse.' Other pages of different categories follow the same format. From here. the user would
be able to click on the image of an example. One would see what design strategies have been
use to communicate a specific message.
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Examples Hea 'ih PnY~lc>.l
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ResoUice for Social .Ul.lse Design

_.Cd

I

am Malt Wong.

101960.
I met Sarah,
the love 0' my life.

She bore me
two beauUlul plrls.
Sue and Kim.
life's perfect
In aur Uls't
hoJN8
CU8S1

I

i~m6Q ~

. !.2i~~~~
She fJ1UCmC
, ...

w:oo.ut~~

Su.c au" Kim
lIh'SpullJCI
'-~-

....

TillS IS a page of The website focused on an Individual example. The IIltormatioll provided
desCrIbed the objective or goal of the message and what strategies have been used to
communicate that message
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I ani Marl Wong,

101960,
I met Sarah,
the loue Of my Itlc.

She boreme
IWO beautltul glrls,
sue and Kim.
Life's perfect

UI our lJr1.t Coast /lOIJJB

This is the second page of a specific example. It provides information on the advantages
and disadvantages of the strategies that were used to communicate a message.
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Dissemination
Dissemination has two parts. The first part describes the work-in-progress thesis
exhibition in the Bevier Gallery at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
The second part discusses the application of the working resource for social cause
design problem solving as a website.

What Information
Was Presented In
the Exhibition?

Work-In-Progress Thesis Exhibition
This exhibition is an annual event in which all graduate students participate.
It is an opportunity for graduate students to present their work to other students,
faculty, and the public. Because the exhibition took place during the thesis
development, the work presented may be different from the finished thesis.
Material presented was work-in-progress designed to inform someone outside
the Graduate Graphic Design MFA Program about this thesis project. A total of
three display panels were designed for the exhibition. The information included
an introduction about the thesis project, research and synthesis completed at that
point, and the format of the final application.

The three panels designed for the work-in-progress thesIs exhibition were
presented in RIT's Bevier Gallery.
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Graduate Graphic Design Thesis Exhibition 20 ,3-2004
ThesIs Project Definttlon

Re"earch Process
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ThiS 's the first of the three panels designed fo' the work rnprogress tllesls exhibition at RlT's Bevier Gallery
The first panel presented background rnforrn.1tlon about the
thesIs proJect It also rncluded rnformatlon on the re<earch
lnd synlheSIS of this thesIs project ur to that pOint
The syrthesis rnformatlon explained now the m tl x of the
'llilJor ca!egorre of social caL,se design Wd developed
The matrix was presenter or the second panel•
shown on page 49

DisseminatIOn
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This IS the second of the three panels designed for the
work-in-progress thesIs exhibltlOIl. The second panel
IS the matrix of major categories of social cause design
developed earlier
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This is the third of the three panels designed for the workin-progress thesis exhibition. The third panel presented
Information on the application of this thesis proiect.
The application was not completed at the time of the
exhibition; information presented showed what the
application was anticipated to be.

Dissemination

Primary Goals for the
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Web Resource for Social Cause Design Problem Solving
The contents of the working resource for social cause design problem solving were
used to develop the web resource. The primary goal of the web resource is to provide
a starting point for designers who wish to know more about social cause design.
It contains some basic background information and specific communication strategies
other designers have used for social cause messages. A sample version of the web
resource has been developed to test out its content and usability. For more information
about the web resource please see the Implementation section.

Secondary Goals

Secondary goals are anticipated for the future if time and resources allow.
The web resource can serve not only as a resource, but it can also be expanded into
an online community where designers with similar interests in social cause design can
come together virtually to share their ideas and experiences. As an online community,
the web resource can be constantly updated with the latest information about
social cause design.

Target Audience

As the original working resource for social cause design problem solving is intended
for graphic designers only, the target audience for the web resource is also graphic
designers. Non-designers may not have the basic understanding of graphic design to
fully appreciate the web resource. However, non-designers, especially people working
for non-profit organizations, are welcome to visit the site. If the web resource was to
become an online community, non-profit organizations could visit the site to look for
designers who are willing to help them with their causes. This could perhaps be the
ultimate goal of the web resource. It would serve as a connection bringing together
designers who want to help and social cause organizations that need assistance. It
would be a place that attracts people who are motivated by a common goal of helping
others and making contributions to society rather than by financial incentive.

Future Publishing

Articles on Social Cause Design
The content of this thesis project could be developed further for publication,
such as a magazine or journal article. The magazine or journal would most likely be a
professional graphic design publication, such as Communication Arts or Information
Design Journal. This article could provide background information on social cause
design, such as the major categories, and raise awareness of the need for more
resources on the subject. It could also discuss the strategies that have been used for
social cause design projects, and what constitutes effective social cause design.
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Retrospective Evaluation
Evaluations focused on the web resource for social cause design, which is the
application of the thesis project. It includes outside feedback as well as self-evaluation
by the designer. Feedback is divided into the aesthetic qualities of the website and the
actual written content of the web resource.
Outside Feedback

Questions about the effectiveness of the web resource are included in the feedback
section. Feedback was returned via email, and included some positive comments about
the website as well as specific suggestions for improving the web resource.
Positive Aspects of the Website

Good choice of color palette
Clean layout of the site
Good placement of links
Clarity of the links
Suggested Improvements

Aesthetics of the Website
All feedback commented on the readability of the text. In general, the audience
suggested a larger type size, and found the caption or credit information for the
example images too small to read. Because of time constraints, the web resource had
to be put on the web as a slide show instead of an actual functioning website. The
physical size of the web pages was reduced, so the web pages shown were about
sixty to seventy percent of the original size. Some audience members thought the
background color was too light and also contributed to readability problems.
NdVleJdlion

There were concerns about the clarity of the 'next' and 'previous' buttons for local
navigation. The audiences may be more familiar with arrows, which are used by many
sites. The position and name of the buttons could lead a user to mistakenly think that
he or she is going to the next section of the web resource rather than going to a second
page within the same section.

Imagery

Several respondents commented on the limited number of images or examples that
were used, and suggested using features, such as animation, to make the imagery more
interesting for the audience. There were two reasons for the limited number of images
used. First, due to time constraints, only a selected number of examples were used as
a sample of what the finished resource would look like. Secondly, it was assumed that
using a limited number of examples would help focus and reinforce the categories.
The audience would associate one or two examples with a category and then would
quickly understand the nature of the category.

Categories

Some audience members found the names for the categories unclear. For example,
'environmental' may be more logical than 'nature' as the name of a category.
'Health' can be replaced with 'medical,' to make the wording more consistent with
other categories, such as 'political' and 'social.' It was also suggested that some groups
listed under 'minority groups' are not minorities in terms of population size, such as
women, which make up about half of the U.S. population. And groups such as AfricanAmericans are not necessarily a minority in terms of world population.

Contents of the Web Resource

Retrospective Evaluation
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Examples

Some audience members thought stronger examples could have been used for several
categories. For example, the message for raising awareness of Alzheimer's disease was
used as an example in the health category. Perhaps a message for AIDS would have
been a better choice, since most people are more familiar with the subject and it has
been considered a health issue for a longer period of time.

Reference

The feedback also suggested that more detailed information about the materials in the
reference section would be helpful.

Response to
Suggestions

Self Evaluation
The outside feedback was valuable and provided insight into how to improve the web
resource. Some of the problems, such as readability and the variety of imagery,
were caused by technical difficulties and time constraints of the thesis project,
but problems with the clarity of the categories should be addressed, since a large
part of the information in the resource depends on these categories.

Clarity of the
Categories

The names for the categories should be clear and their wording should be
consistent. Since two of the categories are political and social, terms such as medical,
environmental, and educational should be used to replace health, nature,
and education currently being used. The name minority groups is more difficult to
replace. Here the word "minority" does not necessarily represent the size of the
population. It also suggests less political power, special needs, and obstacles against
the groups of population.

Clarity of Terms

Large amounts of time have been spent clarifying terms used in the resource.
Terms used in the analysis had to be accompanied by short sentences to make them
clearer. This strategy can be used for terms from the categories and the web resource
as well. In addition, sometimes a sentence may need to replace a key term. As was
shown in the ideation stage, some of the key terms had to be replaced or eliminated
because they were a duplication, or gave the impression of ambiguity.

Choosing Examples

Examples for the major categories of social cause design and those used in the
application should be chosen more carefully. Examples often can be placed in more
than one category. To minimize confusion, examples should be used only once
and be placed in the most obvious category.

Simplify the Analysis

The analysis should be simplified before it is used in the web resource. Although a link
to the detailed version of the analysis was designed to be available on the website,
only part of the analysis, mainly the part about communication strategies, was actually
used on the website. A simpler version of the analysis could include the strategies
designers used to communicate a message as well as the anticipated audience's
perception of the message.
An improved matrix of the major categories of social cause design is provided on the
next page. Pages of the new website are in appendix d on page 131.

Retrospective EvaluatIOn
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Conclusion
WhV Were the
CctetjCJfles Developed?

Major Categories of Social Cause Design
The development of the major categories of social cause design took place earlier in
this thesis project. It was developed to give the graphic designer a better idea of the
scope of this thesis project and to organize the large number of social cause design
examples. These categories are especially helpful for an individual with no previous
experience with social cause design projects. The categories give one an overview of
the subject.

How Were the
Categories Used?

The categories were used for the analysis and the application. Analysis and the design
strategies provided in the application were developed based on the categories and were
designed to be used with these categories.

Improvements Made to
the Categories

Several changes have been made to the names of these categories in order to clarify
them, but the basic content remained the same. The new categories are 'medical,'
"minority,' 'political,' 'social,' 'environmental,' and 'educational.' 'Medical' replaced
'health,' 'environmental' replaced 'nature,' and 'educational' is used instead of
'educatIOn.' These terms are used to be consistent with other terms that were already
implemented and to give a better description of the examples within each category.
Major categories were also subdivided into smaller sections. For example, under the
'medical' category, examples of social cause design were divided into "physical illness,'
'psychological illness,' 'disability,' and 'substance abuse.' Although the subcategories
are helpful, the more the categories are subdivided, the more they tend to duplicate
information in other categories. Subcategories should be kept to a minimum,

Future Improvements

The categories are clearer than in the earlier version, but there are still some
unresolved problems with the names of some of the categories. This is mainly the
case for minority groups. The 'minority' here represents a number of factors, such as
the political power of a group or the financial resources it has. It does not necessarily
mean the group is smaller in population.

Conclusion

What Was the Analysis
Used for?
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Analysis of Social Cause Design Examples
The analysis was completed mainly to see which strategies graphic designers have used
to communicate messages for various social causes and how the audience is going to
perceive the messages. Results of the analysis are included in the application to provide
graphic designers an idea of how they might approach social cause design problems.

What Was Analyzed?

The basis of the analysis was taken from the semiotic model, which is a model used
to examine the relative success of a design and its communication. Analysis included
two main components: the strategies designers used to communicate a message and its
intended meaning or goals, and how the audience interprets the message.

What Were the Results
of the Analysis?

Overwhelmingly, ninety-three percent of the examples analyzed used an emotional
approach to try to establish a direct and personal connection with the audience.
Most of these, about seventy percent, used a softer tone to communicate their
messages. Some of the strategies used to improve the communication of the messages
were sympathy, demonstration, fear, and compassion. Some of these strategies were
provided in the application of the thesis project. Results of the analyses are provide as
a matrix on the next page.
Application for the Thesis Project
The technical difficulties encountered during the development of the online application
caused some problems in terms of audience feedback, but overall the feedback was
valuable in terms of making improvements to the application. The sample web
resource was designed to test its content and usability. The final version of the web
resource would be much more comprehensive and include most of the examples that
were found. As discussed in the Dissemination section, ultimately, the hope is that
the web resource would become an online community where designers interested in
social cause design can share ideas and experiences. It could be a connection between
designers who want to help and nonprofit organizations that need assistance. Final
version of the website are in appendix d on page 131.
General Conclusion
Overall, the major goal of the thesis project was to develop a resource for social cause
design that designers can use. It was decided that the time frame of the project did not
allow for a comprehensive resource that discusses social cause design from the past to
the present. The resource will be more of a working resource that serves as a starting
place for designers who are new to social cause design. The major categories of social
cause design would give them an overview of the subject, and from there one would
be able to go to the category of his or her choice to see the specific strategies other
designers have used to communicate messages for the same or a similar social causes.
Most of these goals have been accomplished and designers using this resource will gain
a better understanding of social cause design.
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Glossary of Terms
Social Cause Design
Social cause design can be described as an emerging area of graphic design focused
on messages that inform and motivate the public to support a particular social cause,
or to take a positive action to improve the quality of people's lives.
Resource
A set of information and guidelines to aid and support someone that can be drawn
upon when needed.
Problem-Solving
The area of cognitive psychology that studies the processes involved in solving
problems; the thought processes involved in solving a problem.
Non-profit Organization
An organized group that is not commercially motivated.
Category
Information that has been systematically arranged or organized by commonality.
Matrix
A rectangular array of elements set in rows and columns to compare sets
of Information.
Semiotic Model
A model for evaluating a design solution in relation to its basic design goals
with respect to meaning, form, and use.
Analysis
A detailed examination or investigation of the components of a subject.
Message
A communication sent from a sender to a receiver that is: a written word, an image or
imagery, or a spoken or signaled message.
Communication
The exchange of information or a message between a sender and a receiver.
Strategy
An elaborate and systematic plan or concept of actions or tactics.
Perception
The act of perceiving; cognizance by the senses or intellect; discernment; cognition.
Resonance
A message that "resonates" with someone is a message that affects the receiver with
some force, significance or poignancy.
Online Community
A group of users, audiences, or people organized virtually on the Internet.
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Appendix A Social Cause Design Examples
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Appendix A Social Cause Design Examples
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Appendix A Social Cause Design Examples
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Appendix A Social Cause Design Examples
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Appendix A Social Cause Design Examples
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Appendix A Social Cause Deslgll Examples
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Appendix A Social Cause DeslQIl Examples
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Appendix B Social Cause Design Example Analysis
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Meaning Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message
Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risks of smoking
Persuade the audience to quit smoking

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message uses fear to persuade the audience nor ro smoke. Real price
tag on cigarette packs were replaced with fake ones that include the cost
of a bypass surgery, a treatment for smoklllg related health problems.
Since many smokers choose to continually ignore health risks of
smoking, the high cost of medical treatments is used (Q scare the audience
away from Clgaretres.

Advantages of the Strategies
Warning smokers about the financial cost of smoking-related health
problems may be more effective than just IIlformlllg them of the health
risks of smoking. Many smokers seem to care more about their waller
than their health.
Disadvantages of the Strategies
The relatively small size of the ptlce tag makes it harder for the audience
ro spot. Most audience members may not even know to look at the price
tags because they look exactly the same as real ones. Often the health
risks of smoking, such as lung cancer, are assoCiated with cigarettes
Instead of their treatments. Some audience members may not be familiar
with what bypass surgeries are.

Analysis of each example is provided on two pages in sequence
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The message does not attempt to make a dcep emotional connection

The Original conccpt IS clear and unique, but the relatively small size of

With the audience. The audience IS not likely to feci directly affected

cigarette packs and the price rags makes it harder to see and distinguish

by the message unless he or she smokes" The message has a weaker
connection With rhe audience because these reasons. But Its strategy of

from cigarette packs With real price tags. The Intend of the message can
be unclear to the audience. The cost of a bypass surgery IS probably

uSing smokers' fear of high medical costs IS different from most other

correct. Although not every smoker will experience health problems

In

me~~ages of the same tOpiC, and this uniqueness may help the audience

his or her life time, scientific research suggests the chance of a smoker

remem ber the message

developmg serious health problems IS high. It IS not inappropriate to
suggest that If one smokes, one may be faccd With hIgh costs of such
medical treatment.
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Meaning

Int"nded Mcanih9 and Go"ls of the Mess,.ge

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of smokers' helpline
Persuade the audience to quit smoking

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message tries to get people to quit smoking by helping them
through a smokers' helpline. The tone of the message is friendly, and it
emphaSIZes help.

Advantages of the Strategies
The tone of the message is friendly; it sounds like someone who
understands the difficulties of quitting smoking. It is trying to help
smokers, instead of Judging or blaming them. A smoker may be more
comfortable looking at this message.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The message of a softer approach may not be enough to motivate
someone to quit smoking.
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The message attempts to make an emotional connection with the
audience by depicting a smoker calling for help. Such connections
usually have stronger connections. One would feel more sympathetic
to rhe smokers who wish to qUit. The Image Itself IS not as clear.
Although the phone both IS can be clearly seen, one may have trouble
understanding what I~ gOing on inSide of rhe booth. Most messages In
the same category depict smokets and smoking Tn a negative fashion.
This advetrisement depicts a smoket calling for help In a poslOve
and sympathetic fashion. The pOSlrlve nature of the message may be
memotable fot the audience.

Illappropriate

unetilical

The Image IS not as clear until one teads the copy and teallzes rhar rhete
IS a person m the smoke+filled phone borh calling for help. Depletion
of a smoket IS faltly accurate because smokets trying ro qUit often feel
alone and helpless. ThlS depiction IS appropnate Since the message IS
not making fun of or ludging smokets. It shows undetstandlng and
compassion. The overall approach of the message IS ethical.
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Meaning Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message
Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risks of secondhand smoking
Persuade the audience to quit smoking
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
Sarcasm and a technique known as culture jamming is used for this
message. It uses the image of the well-known Marlboro cowboy and his
horse and turns the message around into something that is anti-smoking.
In the message the horse is laying dead on the ground as the result of
secondhand smoking. The cowboy is standing there scratching his head,
trying to figure out how this happened.
Advantages of the Strategies
The message is enrerraining, and may artracr more viewers. Since imagery
is familiar [0 most audiences, the message IS easier to understand.
Disadvantage of the Strategies
The sarcastic humor used may mislead the viewer about the serious
narure 01 secondhand smokillg.
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Bccause the Marlboro cowboy IS so recognlzable, thc message IS clear

known clgarcrte sy,bols to communlcale a message agalnsl smoking.

to everyone famlhar to this symbol. Secondhand smoking may lead

Tcchnlques such as cullure jamming are lmmedlatc and more memorable

to dlseascs such as cancer, which can kill It is not known the cxact

because the use well-known corporale ImClgcs or Icons. But such

effecl on anlmals, such as horses. Allhough the Image suggcsts that

techniques do not always attcmpt to make an cmotlonal connectlon t and

secondhand smokmg can kdl a horsc t It may not be percleved as

the audlent:.c does not always feel personally connected to ihc message.

accuratc. Howcver the overall claIm of the messagc IS stdl mostly true.
Thc tactIC of culturc lammIng can be controversial, and may not always
be appropnate. In thIs case the mcssage scems to be makIng fun of
Marlboro and not thc smokcrs.
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Meaning
VI'

Mr.

"!l'

Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risks of smoking
Persuade the audience to quit smoking
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
Fear and shock are being used to communicate the risks associated with
smoking. In the Image an ashtray is in the shape and color of a person's
lung. As it is filled up with cigarette ashes, one can see a dramatic
representation of his or her own lungs being filled with ash.
Advantages of the Strategies
The message being communicated here is very strong. It is also relatively
easy to undersrand. The dramatic representarion of lungs filled with ashes
IS hard to forger.
Disadvantage of the Strategies
Smokers who already know the risks of smoking, and especially those
who may already be trying to qUit, may be pur off by the image. It
appears to be harsh. Like many Similar messages of rhe same subject, it
only informs the audience of a risk, bur does not offer any ",formation
regarding where one can go for help.
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The message uses fear and shock as strategIes to commonlcate Its

The image fS a clear demonstratlOn of what happens when one smokes,

message. Such strategIes often have powerful effects on the audIence.

The effect of smokmg IS graphIcally depIcted as one's lung IS slowly filled

The cutout on the ashtray is recogmzable to anyone wIth basIc
knowledge of human analOmy ThIs reahstlc and graphic deplctlOn IS

up wIth CIgarette ashes. Although the ashtray rs only a reprcsentatlOn
of a lung, the demonstratlOn IS based on accurate sCIentIfic dala The

very lmmcdlate and can have a long-lasting effect on the audIence. The
Image stays In one's mind and comes up every tIme one smokes or sees

use of fear and shock should be cautlOned, But In thIS case the strateglcs
not only persuades the audIence I part of the message can also be seen as

somenne else smoking

educatIonaL And from an educatlOnal perspectIve such tactrcs may be
needed and can be appropriate.
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Meaning
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Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risks of secondhand smoking
Persuade the audience to quit smoking
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
Humor and irony are used to give the message that secondhand smoking
kills. The image of a prisoner about to be executed by a firing squad who
kJlls his executioners with secondhand smoke seems funny and ironic at
first. It IS communicating a more serious message about the dangers of
secondhand smoking. The main targeted audience IS not the smoker, but
rather people around smokers, such as families and friends.
Advantages of the Strategies
The humor will have a Wide appeal and attract more people to look at
the message. People may be more willing to spend extra time viewing the
image and reading the copy.
Disadvantage of the Strategies
The humor may mislead people about the serious dangers of smoking.
The concept of the message requires thought and interpretation from the
audience. This may lead to misinterpretation on the parr of the audIence,
and the message may not be immediate.
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Althllugh smoking IS a senom toPiC, the me~sage has a sense of

Although one has to do some thrnklng to get the Idea or the humor

humorous Iruny to It The strategy of the message docs not try to

of the message, the overall communication IS still clear. The message

emotionally connect with the audience, rather It seems to be attempt to
entertain the audlent:c. The humor IS what draws the audience in. The

IS accurate rn ItS basic claim that secondhand smokrng can cause a
person's death. But It also depends on how much and how long someone

message IS fairly Immediate once the audience makes the connection
between the t:lgarettc and the soldiers on the ground. Its humor can help
somcone to remember the mcssage

IS exposed to

~econdhand smokrng.

The Image suggests secondhand

smokmg can kdl someone Instantly. It IS oot meant to be a scientdle
demonstration, but IS meant to be an exaggerated dramati7atlon.
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CANCER CURES SMOKING,

YfJr

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risks of smoking
Persuade the audience to quit smoking

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
Fear is used ro scare people ro quir smokmg. The copy reads like an
ulrimarum, which reBs smokers rhar if rhey keep smoking, rhey wiB ger
cancer. There are only rhree words in rhe copy. Ins read of saymg smoking
can cause cancer such as other message in the same category, the copy
reverses the usual order of the words as cancer come before smoking.

Advantages of the Strategies
The message is shorr and ro rhe poinr. Ir is very srraighrforward. The
message IS especiaBy effecrive for smokers who have rned ro qUlr bur
ga ve up because it was too hard.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The message may be roo srrang for some people, especiaBy smokers who
are aware of rhe dangers of smoking and have rned ro quir before. The
message could be mrerprered as harsh and cold, and does nor address rhe
real difficulties smokers encounter when trying to quit.
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The message has the tone of an ultimatum and uses fear to
communicate. One would probably not feel emOtlonally connected to
It, but the slmpltstlc and powerful nature of the message makes it very
ImmedIate. The message Itself only has three words. The authorltlve tone

ThIs IS one of the clearest messages In terms of commUnlcatlon Every
non-essentIal part of the message hal> been taken away, leaving only
the most Important informatIon. In terms of accuracy, the copy could
be some what misleading. Although smoking has been linked to many
dIseases, such as cancer, there are other factors that contribute to the
problem. But most audIence reading the message would probably know
that message IS trYing make a POint. Its forceful tone may ~eem harsh
and inappropriate, but sometImes because of the context of the Issue a
strong tone may be needed

resonates

In

the audlence'~ mind long after seeing the message
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Meaning

intended Meaning and Go"ls of thp M"s~"He

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to join an AIDS walk

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The tone of the message is positive and encouraging. It has the effect of a
rallying slogan. It is unusual and eyecatChing in that it depicts a message
printed on a busy city Intersection, which is referencing a part of the copy
that reads "taking it to the streets"

Advantages of the Strategies
The message has the advantage of being positive. It encourages the
aud,ence and gives them hope. The audience usually is more likely to
respons to positive messages.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
Although the message is encouraging and inviting for the audience, it
does nor seem to be [ring to convince someone of why he or she should
suppOrt the cause. It assumes that the audience is already familiar and
sympathetic to the cause. Although many audiences may be familiar with
the issue of AIDS, one may not necessarily be sympathetic to the issue or
aware of its urgency.
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The tone of the message rcads like a rallying slogan and It encourages
the audience to take action. The udlcnce IS more likely to aSSOCiate with
pOSitive and hopeful messages The rallymg slogan is also more likely to
cause a faster response from the audience. The strength of the message
IS that It leads the audience to action. The unusual Image of a me~sage
printed on the city Increases Its chances of being remembered by the

audience after seeing the message.
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The message offers clear instructions for the audience as to do what,
when, and where. The information offered IS the actual facts regarding
the event. The Instruction or the action It asks the audience to do is a
commonly accepted form of activism.
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Meaning

lnt"nded M"aning ,md Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the effects of Alzheimer's disease
Persuade the audience to help its patients

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message uses the story of a patient of Alzheimer's disease to
demonstrate the devastating effects of the disease. The story is told in a
clam and frank manner. It actually does not mention anything about the
disease. Someone passing by may not even be aware of its true intention.
The message was printed using a special type of ink that fades after a
short period of time. After the message has partially faded, a smaller
message was placed on top of the old one that explains the purpose of
the message. The devastating effects of the disease as one slowly looses
one's memory then becomes clear to the audience.

Advantages of the Strategies
The strategy of uSing personal stories has strong effects on the audIence
and helps establish a strong emotional connection with them. The special
feature of the message demonstrates the umque and devastating effects
Alzheimer's disease on Its patients and their families.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The time needed for the ink to fade can make the message less immediate.
The strategy calls for it to be placed in transportation stops, such as bus
and train stops. In such places someone is more likely to be repeatedly
exposed to the same message over a period of time. This may help to
solve the problem of the immediacy of the message.
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The message rcJJs the story of a patient of Alzheimer's disease. J[
establishes an cmotlonaJ connection With the audience through
sympathy. An audience member IS likely to form a strong connection to
the message and the patient, Such a story helps to [each what It IS like to
be pcrsonaJJy efk'C[cd by the disease Information In the form of stopes
IS casler for someOl1C to remember. The only drawback of the message
IS I[S lmmed1acy, Since I[S strategy rdys on the audience to view the
message repearcdly over a pcnod of [I me
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The mtention of the message is clear once the ongmal copy has faded
away arid another one IS place on top. The message IS clear as long as
one watches It change over time, It IS accurate in ItS representatlon of
the demonstration of the effects of Alzheimer's disease. The story IS
told frankly and honestly, and IS appropriate for ItS purpose. For these
reasons the overaJJ Integnty of the message is high.
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Meaning

IntlwJed Me«,,;n<j and Goa.s of the M"s"a<J"

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the effects of alcohol
Persuade the audience to drink responsibly
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message artempts to inform the audience about the effects alcohol
has on a person. Not being able to tell a two-dimenSional print from
a three-dimenSional object can one of the side effects of alcohol. The
message uses the urinal as an example of this side eHeers that can have

deadly consequences. The demonstration helps to show a concept
that may not be well understood by people who dnnk. Instead of a
complicated scientific explanation, the advertisement uses an almost

comical approach to explain the Side effects of alcohol.

Advantages of the Strategies
The message serves as a demonstration of the effects of alcohol on a
person. It is easy to understand and due
placed in many areas, such as bars.

to the sticker format,

it can be

Disadvantage of the Strategies
Alcohol have many serious effects on people. Using the nat urinal as an
example may not be enough to convey the more dangerous things that
can happen when one drinks too much, such as driving while inmxicated.
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It docs nor make an emotional connection With the audience, one IS less

The message IS explamed fairly elearly, and the Image helps to
demonstrate the elalm made by the message. The example of the urinal

likely to feel directly affected by the message. The usc of unnals may

serves as a baSIC demonstration, and not as an accurate sCientific

also be Interpreted that message IS only targeted to male audiences. The

explaination. Overall, the message is appropriate for ItS purpose.

The message tries to educate people about the effects of alcohol. Smee

Image helps the message be understood relatively qUickly. The setting of
a menls bathroom may cause someone to take the Issue less seriously, but
ItS unusual nature may also help someone to remember the message.
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Meaning

Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the effects of alcohol
Persuade the audience to drink responsibly
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message is very simple with most textly and a small image. Its copy
teads, "I was pretty drunk when I met this guy at the bar. He asked me if
he and his buddies could ... half-naked in a hallway, smelling like urine."
The black background and the part of the copy that is faded represent
when the woman who is telliog the story passed out. Near the bottom
right corner of the message IS a bear cap with the text, "Don't drink
like an Idiot." The tone of the copy is that of a young woman. She is
probably in her early 20s since she was at a bar. And the fact she ended
up in a hallway may suggest that she was a college student. The copy is
written as a personal story, and It may very well a (fUe story of a young
woman. Her personal account also serves as a testimony that proves the
claim that alcohol impairs a petson's judgment and leaves him or her
open to be taken advantage of.
Advantages of the Strategies
The message uses the story of someone who is of similar age as the target
audience, which gives advantage of being better received by the audience.
Since the person in the message and the audience have similar lifestyle
and experiences.
Disadvantage of the Strategies

The message hmrs that this young woman, or at least her actions is
idiotic. Such tone may seem judgemental. The audience may also think
this kind of action is ISolated because of her own irresponsibility, and
they know enough to nor put themselves in the same situation.
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The personal story of a young woman being taken advantage of IS very
strong, and helps the message to make a connection with the audience.
It also serves as a warning to others, especiaJJy young women of Similar
ages. The connection IS Immediate once one finishes reading the copy
and understands ItS purpose. The personal account of the young woman
IS likely to be rcmembered by the audience that IS personaJJy connected

VlsuaJJy the message IS hal del to see. The part where the copy fades
away makes It difficult to understand. But If thc audience takes the time
to closely read the copy, the message I~ clear. The message IS accurate
because It uses the personal story of a victim told in the first person.
OveraJJ It IS appropnate, but there may be some problems when the
message seems to refer to the young woman, or at least her actions, as
Idiotic. Some audience members may have problems with the tone

to her and the message

'h.,~

unethical
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Meaning
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Intended Meaning and Goals of the MessagE-

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to prevent domestic violence

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message uses simple illustrations to convey a serious topic. The
illustrations are easy to understand and to look at. It is also suitable for
the whole family since the message is meant fot all ages.

Advantages of the Strategies
The message IS not graphic or traumatic for the audience. It is
appropriate for the entire family to look at. This is Important since
domestic violence affects everyone in the family.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
This style of illustration may not appeal to everyone, and
about the seriousness of the issue.

It

could mislead
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The audIence ,s likely to feel drtcctly connected to the message as It deals
WIth famdrcs. One IS also mote lIkely to have a snongct connectIon WIth
messages that talk about domest~c VIolence and chddtcn The appeal of
the dlusttatron can help someone to benet tcmcmbet the message.
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Thtough a sImple and easy to undctstand rllusnatron , the messagc
IS elcatly communlcatcd. The rnformatron It presents rS accutatc and
apptoptlatc as well.
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Meaning

Intended Mean;ng and Goals

f the Me,.s"ge

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the issue of child soldiers
Persuade the audience to take preventive actions
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message uses fear to persuade the audience to take actions again

the use of child soldiers in many African countries. It depicts children
holding either real or wooden models of assault rifles. The copy of the
message references other messages for raising the awareness of starvation
In Africa. ThIS message reverses the tone of these messages and the role
of the audience, and seems to suggest that the audience is not just helping
the children, but are also helping themselves.

Advantages of the Strategies
The forceful tone may be more motivational for the audience. It conveys
the urgency of the issue.
Disadvantage of the Strategies
Fear does not always work; sometimes the audience become fatigued fom
the tactic and chooses to purposefully ignore the message.

J
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The message uscs fear to suggest this army of armcd Afncan children
may bc marchmg to Amenca. It ancmpts to makc the audlcncc afraid
for Its own safety and feel personally affected by the message. The
Image of the child soldiers IS fairly rccognlzable It looks as It has been
takcn off of a newspaper. One mayor may not bclleve that this army IS
actually gomg to bc ablc to march mto thc U.S., but the mtentlon IS to
make the audlcnce feel pcrsonally affectcd, and someone IS morc likely
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to rcmcmber somethmg that affects him or hcrself.
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The depiction of these child soldiers IS clear m Jts communication of feaL
Onc can not hclp to be conccrned secmg this many young kids holdmg
assault nflcs. The messagc referenccs othcr earlier messagcs that tned
to raise the awareness of starvatIon m Afncan. It uses those mcssages
as a sct up for ItS message. Images of Afncan children such as thcsc are
not easy to look at, and most audlenccs have already been exposed to
them many tlmcs before, It should bc cautloncd that overexposure to
thcm can causc audlcnce fatlguc and It would be counterprotectlve to thc
message and the sOCial cause.
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Meaning

Intended Meaning 'Hid Goal, of lbe Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the illegal diamond trade and its consequence
Persuade the audience to take action against the practice
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The image of a young child with her left arm missing is used to shock the
audience. She appears to be washing something, and IS obviously havmg a
hard time with the task, With tears in her eyes, one can tell that she IS in both
physical and emotional pam. The image IS one of the most powerful images
of all the examples of social cause deSigns found, Seeing such an image can
easily overwhelm a person.

Advantages of the Strategies
The powetful image will cause a qUick and strong emorional response from
the audience. (r has a lot of motivational power over the audience because of

its subject matter.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The Image IS very difficult to look at. Some audience members may be
overwhelmed by it. It may even force someone to look away,
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nus message is one of the strongest messages out of the 27 examples
analyzed. The audience tends to associate wlthlmagcs of children and
victims The audience will feci directly effected by the message The
connect,on of the message IS Immediate, strong, and hard to forget.
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In the case of Ihls message, the image IS so powerful and even painful for
the audience to look at It can get In the way of the communication goals.
The information communicated IS accurate; it containS both the little
girl's personal story and g,eneral statistics about others like her. It IS hard
to Judge if the message IS appropriate or not and If the overall strategy
IS ethical. In gencral, the use of such Imagery should be avoided out of
concerns for the audience, but It IS also the truth, and sometimes truth IS
needed to convince and motivate someone.
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Meaning ,,,

ended Me"O""g and Go"l~ of the l'l/1essage

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience (teens) to practice safe sex

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message personifies unborn fetuses to think and talk like average
teenagers, It uses a commonly used teenaged phrase illustrate the senous
nature of unprotected sex. It asks teens to consider the consequences of
their actions by making them think about what they would do if they
were to get pregnant.

Advantages of the Strategies
Because the message uses the language familiar to teens and plays off
of how they think, It IS easier for them understand and may be more
appealing to them,

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The message hints at abortion as one of the consequences of unwanted
teen pregnancy. Depending on the personal view of the audience, one can
have a less favorable view of the message.
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The message attempts to make an emotional connection With the

ethical

The message IS mostly clear once one reads the copy. The Image alone

audience. It uses th~ audience's language and way of thlnkmg to try

may cause some confusions. The message suggests that the teenage girl

to establish a strong and morc Immediate connection. The message

also personifies a fetes and gives it a vOlve The strategy may help the

standmg Sideways IS pregnant, but her appearance does not suggest
the same thmg. The message also suggests that condoms can prevent

audience better remember the message better.

unwanted pregnancy. But condoms do not proVide 100% protection
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Meaning

Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risk of landmines
Persuade the audience to take actions against their use

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message uses acrual artifacts from landmme vIctims to make an
emotional connection with the audience. Selected pohtiCian and opinion
maker received a paper box containing a shoe of a landmlOe victim
Injured by a mine explosion. The shoes used in the campaign Included
shoes of men, women, and children, representing the variety of vIctims
of landmlnes. A labeling tag was attached to the shoe with the story
of the victim. The shoes have the appearance of physical evidence used
10 cnmmal cases. One can Imagine the potential emotional impact of
someone holding the left or right shoe of a land mine victim, especially
the shoe of a linle boy or girl.

Advantages of the Strategies
Using actual artifacts from VICtims has a tremendous amount of
emotional power. \"Qith an artifact, one not only sees the object, bur can
also touch and smell It. Selecting politicians for the campaign greatly
improves the chances of action in suPPOrt of the social cause.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
Sometimes messages can be too powerful. Some audience members may
not like to be emotionally involved with a message. One may chose to
ignore these messages in order to protect themselves.
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unethical

Although one may not know what the shoe IS for when he or she first

be Pi edict that the tmotlonal response of the alldlenee Will be great.

receives It, once that person reads the label the message should come

As soon as one realizes the meaning of the shoes, one IS likely to be

across very eleafly, The Information In the message IS accurate because

Immediately and directly connected to the message, and IS not likely to

It 'S an actual story of a victim. The strategies of the message no doubt

fOfgCt suth emotion.

will cause stlong emotional reactions from the audience Because of the
powerful narurc of these artifacts, thelf use should be cautioned.
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Meaning

Intended Meaning and Goal,; 0; the M"ssage

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risk of landmines
Persuade the audience to take actions against their use
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
At first look thIS clothing store seems like any other fashionable store
in American malls. One may as well as replace Its sign with Gap or
Abercrombie & Fitch. But at second glance, one will be surprised to
see that the manakins in the store window only have one leg. Then

one makes the connection that the store was designed for victims of
landmmes. Similar to the socks, theclothing store brings the issue closer
to home, and put it in a setting familiar to western audiences. This
sense of familiarity allows audience members to personally expenence
something that IS normally far from them, and establishes a stronger
emotional connection with the audience.
Advantages of the Strategies

The strategy of making something that is unfamillar to western audiences
familiar using object and experiences they know helps to put the
audience in the VIctims' shoes. This allows for a fast commuOIcation of
the message.
Disadvantage of the Strategies
The original objects or concepts can be takeout of context so much so
that they can start to lose their meaning. In the case of this store, it looks
so much like a western store that It can be hard to tell its purpose.
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The message uses objects and experiences familiar to the audience In
order to make a more direct connection. It IS not as Immediate because

The message is less clear because liS Images looks so normal thai It
IS hard to tell what is the message IS trying to communicate. But It is

unethical

the Images In the message look so normal, It can be hard to tell what
they are for. This drawback may also affect the strength of the message,

accurate In communicating what happens when someone steps on a
landmlne. And overall, It IS appropriate because the information It

and make It less memorable.

containS correct and the strategies It uses do not harm the audience.
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Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the risk of landmines
Persuade the audience to take actions against its use

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
Puddles of blood are use to shock the audience. The realization that the
victim in this land mine exploSion was a young child and he or she was
probably dead or terribly injured will have a tremendous emotional effect
on the audience. ThIS message uses a commonly played children's game
familiar to many audiences. ThIS innocent game takes on a deadly twist.

Advantages of the Strategies
The contrast of the red blood and the white background helps the
message to stand out. The shock of this much blood will grab audience's
attention and make them feel sympathetIc to the social cause.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The strategy of using shock to get the audience's attention to make them
support a cause can backfire. No one wants to be shocked or made to be
afraid. One may choose to look away if he or she expects to be shocked.
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Victims
IS

ethical
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The message uses simple copy and illustrations The communication
IS very clear. It IS also fairly accurate In ItS suggestion of the damages
caused by landmines. However the tactic of uSing shock should be

message IS likely to establish a qUick and strong emotion connection
With the audience. The audience will find It hard to forget the traumatic

avoided If possible. Such traumatic Images may do more harm than good

representation of blood.

for the audience and the social cause Jtself.
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Intended Meanmg and GaDIs of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of the practice of racial profiling
Persuade the audience to take action against the practice
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message compares Martin Luther King, Jr. and Charles Mason to
demonstrate that racial profiling 1$ not always right. It uses what each
person stands for to show that a person's skin color does not always
reflect one's moral characters. Borh people are also celebrities, although
for different reasons.
Advantages of the Strategies
Both Martin Luther King, Jr and Charles Mason are well-known. Most
people are aware of what each person symbolIZes. ThiS fact makes the
message more immediate. The strong moral contrast between them
makes a great argument against racial profiling.
Disadvantage of the Strategies
There may be the chance that by not looking at the message carefully,
one may misinterpret It and wonder why the Image of Martin Luther
King, Jr. is used with that of Charles Mason.
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Many Amencans feel personally connectcd with Ma{tln LUlhe{ King,

The goal of the message is fairly cleat. One may have some qucstlon

Jr. because of his mota I character and what he stands fot. USing him

when one sees the Image first. Most audience members do not expcct

as an example hclps the audience feel sympathepc to the mcssage. The

to see the Image of Martin Luther King, Jr. placed next to the image

recognl/.abdllY of both people allows the message to communicate

of Charles Mason. The Infonnatlon In the message seems to have

qUickly. The companson of them makes a great contrast and the

been sCientifically researched and IS probably correct Although the
purpose of the message IS to help the audience, someone may still feel

audience IS likely LO remember It.

uncomfortable seeing the Images of the two placed together like thiS.
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Meaning
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intended Meaning ,lIld Goals of the M\'ssa9"

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to support gun control
I

JII

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The messages's strategy uses well-known historical events and people
to communicate. The images in the message show the front page of The
Chicago Times, each depicting the assassination of a famous person.
These people include President Kennedy, Martin Luther King, Jr., and
John Lennon from the Beatles who were all killed by someone with
a gun. The campaign uses the assassination of these well-known and
important people to convey the deadly narure of guns.

Advantages of the Strategies
Because the people and events are well known, the message does not have
communicate new knowledge to the audience. These three people are
all welllJked by many, and their deaths shook many people's lives. Many
were sadden and angered by their assassinations, and this makes them
more likely to feel sympathetic to the cause.
to

Disadvantage of the Strategies
Although these people were all killed by someone with a gun, one can
still argue that it was the assassins not the guns who are responsible for
the" dea th.

i

~
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President Kennedy, Martm Luther King, Jr., and John Lennon are not

,II" ml)'

InapprOpr1fJtE:

The message IS clear because the Images used arc already familiar to

IUsr well-known, many people see them as role models and aSSOCiate

many audience. It IS fairly accurate since It uses actual news reports

personaJJy With what they stand for. Many people feJr directly affected

from the days when these events happened. Overall, the message IS
appropriate and ethical In ItS usc of historical events ro convey a POIflt.

by their death The Images that are used are from acrual nrwspapers
from the day when these three people were klJJed. Audience members
who arc old enough may even remember seeing these Images
newspaper

In
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Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to participate in the voting process

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message uses common, everyday tasks ro demonstrates how easy it is
ro vote. The first message in the series shows someone eating lunch at a
cafetena, and nextlO hIS tray are several opened packs of salt. The copy
reads, "See, you do have an opinion." The text IS strategically placed so
that a pack of opened salt comes after the world "see" and before "you
don have an opinion". Other messages in the series have SImilar looks.
The other messages depict a person gOing ro a SPOrting game, someone
leaving the olives on a pizza uneaten, and a person deciding what color
lO paint his or her house. The message suggests that If you can deCIde
when to put salt In your food, choose what sportmg team to follow,
know what you like to eat, and pick a favor color, then you can and
should vote.

Advantages of the Strategies
The message demonstrates the process of voting through common
tasks that are already familiar lO people. It allows the message to be
communicated quicker.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
By focusing on how easy it is lO vote, one may forget why it is so
important to vote. The tasks that are used in the message are nOt
necessarily tasks that are crucial to people's lives.
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Although the message u~es task fam.J,ar to the audIence, these tasks
are not Importanc or J,fe changIng An aud'ence 's not J,kely to feel
personally affected by message and dm.:ctly connect to the message.
But these sImple dady task do help to make the message to be more
,mmed,ate. Overall the tasks used by the message show how easy It
IS to vote and not how Important It IS to vote. They are not J,kely to
have a strong emotIonal affect on the audIence, and help the aud,ence
remember the message.
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The message IS faIrly clear because it uses famd,ar tasks In 'ts
communIcatIon. In terms of accuracy, the message IS more neutral sInce
It IS not explaInIng how to vote. It uses metaphors to demonstrate how
easy the whole process IS For the goal of the message, It IS approprcate.
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Intended Meaning and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of human rights abuses in foreign countries
Persuade the audience to take preventive action
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
Using personal stories of a victim can have tremendous affect on the
audience. An audience member is no longer just making a connection to
a message; he or she 15 actually listening to the victims tellmg their own
stories of torture. First person accounts such as these stories are more
powerful because someone can feel like one was there to personally
experience those things. Personal and first person accounts are much
more credible, An audience member is more likely ro believe and
aSSOCIate with a real person than a third person who is retelling the story.
Advantages of the Strategies
The audience is more likly to believe and associate with someone telling
his or her own story. Powerful personal accounts can take the audience
into the story and allow him or her to personally experience it.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
There are already many storries of human fights abuse out there, Many
of which are graphic and difficult to listen to or watch. The audience may
chose to protect iself emotionally by lookmg away.
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The message IPes 10 make an emollonal connecllon wllh Ihe aud,ence
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Meaning

Intell'Jeo Meaning and Goals of ttl" Me%ag"

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of human rights abuses in foreign countries
Persuade the audience to take preventive action
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message talks about the experience of a 12-year-old who was placed
in a tiny cell of a prison. To western and U.S. audiences who may not
be familiar with the concept of a tiny foreign prison cell far away, the
message compares the size of a concrete block common in American city
sidewalks to the small size of the prison cell. A familiar object is used to
explain a foreign concept to an audience in order to make the strange
familiar. The same technique is also used to make a foreign experience
of being confined in a small prison cell familiar to American audiences.
Most Americans would ptObably never find themselves in a similar
situation, but have walked over or stood on top of a concrete block on
the sidewalk on a daily baSIS. As the copy of the message suggest in order
to understand how the 12-year-old felt, just stand within the boundary of
a concrete block with six of one's friends for 18 months.
Advantages of the Strategies
The comparison between something that is unfamiliar to the audience
and something the audience knows helps explain the concept of the
message. The strategy helps the audience understand something that is
foreign to them
Disadvantage of the Strategies
The message may be overlooked since it does not have the usual look
that people have come to expect from this type of message that people
have come to expect.
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Because the story of the tl-year-old IS powerful I the audience IS likely to
feel d,rectly and ,mmedlately connected with the message. The personal
expenence of the 12-year-old w,1I have a strong emotional Impact on the
audience (hat on\' IS not Itkely to forget.
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The comparison helps to make the message clear. Although It IS nor
meant to be an exact representation of the ongmallad, It does give
the audience a good Idea of what It IS like to be held ,n a cell like that.
Overall, the strategy IS appropnatc for the message It IS communicatmg.
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Meaning
IY!lCbl M>:'s;c!j('

intended Meanillg and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to take actions to protect the environment
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
It is an air conditioner regulator card designed to inform people about
the harm of AC use. These cards were designed for use during the
World Climate Conference, since the chemICal gas used in many air

conditioners

IS

one of the leading destroyer of the ozone. This can in

turn, can have effects on the global climate. Each card was placed on the
AC control In the hotel rooms of the delegates attending the conference.
The cards are deSigned to bring the ISsue to the delegates' attention,
since they and the conference may have real effects on the issue of
global climate. The campaign targets delegares of the World Climate
Conference. It bypasses everyday audiences and goes straight to the
people who can have an immediate effect on protecting the environment.
Advantages of the Strategies
If successfulThe strategy of targeting only the delegates will have more
Immediate and effective result on the environment.
Disadvantage of the Strategies
The strategy calls fat the card to be placed inside hotel rooms of the
delegates. One may feel their privacy has been violated when he or she
sees the message in the private room.
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By gOing Into someone's private room, the audlencc may feclpersonally
affected. One may feel directly connected to the message only because
one's privacy was Violated. The audience may be put off by the tactic,
but he or she IS likely to rcmember the expcrlence.

elhlcal

The message IS clear In what It IS trying to communicate. The
information communlcatc may be controversial, since some of the
information regardmg global warming IS not accepted by everyone or
has not been conclUSively sClcntlfleally proven.
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Meaning

lotelldetl Meaning and Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Inform the audience of toxic waste dumps

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message tries to raise the awareness of toXIC waste dumps. A
large image representing a roxic waste dump was printed on the wall
of a building using special ink that glows In the dark. TOXIC waste is
usually hidden underground away from the public. The strategy tnes to
famllianze the public with a subject that is often ignored by bringing It
inrorhe open where one cannot ignore it.

Advantages of the Strategies
The strategy brings out something that IS hidden and easy to overlook. It
is effective in forCing the public to examme an Issue that no one wants ro
think about.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The forceful nature of the strategy may put off some audience. One may
not want to look at such imageey or to think about the issue, and Just
choose to ignore the message in the first place.
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The message IS made to look Similar ro a roXIC wasre dump. Ir seems

The Idea of a toxie waste dump rs very elear. The mformatlon

to have been placed

communicated

In

a residential area. Anyone seeing this Image

In

In

the message IS not as accurate because It fS not meant

their neighborhood would be concerned even if one knows that It onl)'

to be sClentrnc. It only represents of a waste dump> and real tOXIC wastes

a representation. The message tries to make the audience feel personally

mayor may not actually

affected by the problems caused by tOXIC waste dumps and establish a

communication strategies are effective, ItS tacnc of plaCing the image m

direct connection wlrh the audience The Idea of a dump comes across

reSidential area may not be welcomed by near by reSidents

fairly qUickly because the slmplrclty of the Image and the large Size of the
copy. The message is effective dunng the night when the Image glows.

In

the dark Although the massage and ItS
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Meaning

Intended Meaning and Goals of the Mes,<,ge

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to help homeless kids
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
Through visual juxtaposition the message compares what fortunate and
homeless kids received for Christmas. The strategy tries to establish an
emotional connection with the audience, and persuades one to help by
making one feel sympathetic towards homeless kids on the street.
Advantages of the Strategies
Conceprually, the compallSon of what different kids received for
Chris011as has a lot of emotional meaning. It is easy to associate with
and feel sympathetic to a less forrunate child. The emotional connection
between the audience and kids in the image is very strong,
Disadvantage of the Strategies
Sometime such strong emotions may not be an advantage for the
message. In tlme, a strong emotional connection may loose its effect if It
is used roo often. An audience member may nor want to experience such
emotion, and chose to look away to prevent it.
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The message uses Imagery of homeless children sleeping on rhe srreer ro
esrablish a srrong emorlonal connection wlrh rhe audience. Chrlsrmas is
also used ro make rhe message more persuaSive. Upon seeing rhe Image
one IS likely ro feci an Immedlare symparhy rowards rhe kids And rhe
feeling of symparhy IS likely ro lasr long afrer ward.
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The message IS fairly dear. There IS a small chance rhar one may nor
fully undersrand rhe luxrapOSltlon, a rechnlque ofren used by dcslgners.
Ir hard ro say If rhe Information offered by rhe message is accurare or
nor. The message does nor have any sratlsrlcal dara on rhe number of
homeless kids on rhe srreer. The Slruatlon presenred In rhe message
lS a hyporhetlcal one rhar IS rrYlng ro make a POint. The rechnlque of
luxraposlrlon sofrens a normally dlfficulr roplc for rhe audience,
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Meaning

Intended lVleanir".g and Goal; of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to help the homeless

Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The message is designed to raise awareness of the homeless. Information
about the homeless and stories of a specific homeless person is printed on
a small card made to look like someone's divers license. These cards were
then thrown on city sidewalks as if they had been lost. Many pedestrians
walking by saw the cards, believing thet were real driver's licenses, and
picked them up to take a closer look. Thinking they were real licenses,
people wanted to try to return them to their rightful owners. People's
curiosities were used as a device to pull in the audience.

Advantages of the Strategies
Sometimes the audience is more open to a message when he or she IS the
one who decided to seek It out. The strategy gIves a face and name to the
homeless. People tend to connect with a face or name, rather than with a
faceless issue.

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The strategy depends on the audience to initiate the communication
process. Although the message was deSigned to raise one's curiosity, most
of the audience is likely to walk by without knowing its purpose.
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Intended Meani,,') "nri Goals of the Message

Objectives of the Message
Persuade the audience to have accept people of other races
Strategies Used to Communicate the Message
The setting for these messages is NYC, they take place on the streets,
sidewalk cafes, and in subways. This particular message takes place
underground in the subway. A Caucasian businessman in suit sits on
one side of the subway car while ryping on his laptop. On the other side
sits a young man weaflng a white turban on his head. The text above
both of them reads, "Can't wait to see my daughter." The central theme
of the campaign IS, "We are more alike than you think." Here contrast
and comparison are used not to show differences, but to demonstrate
similarities. People's racial and cultural backgrounds are used to create
contrast and to thw differences on the outside. The text placed on each
person's head represent that despite external difference we all think alike
on the inside.

Advantages of the Strategies
The strategy brmgs out something that is not normally seen. It let people
to see what others are thinking about, and (Q demonstrate that people
and the same on the inside,

Disadvantage of the Strategies
The message is location. Although the copy In the message talks about
family, boyfriends, and the city, visually the message only shows a limited
number of daily activities.
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Contents of the resource for social cause design problem solving
General definition of social cause design
Goals of the project
Preface
Reasons for doing social cause design
Social cause design: model of communication
Major categories of social cause design
Problem solving strategies
Reference
General Definition of
Social Cause Design

Social cause design can be described as an emerging area of graphic design focused
on messages that inform and motivate the public to support a particular social cause,
or to take a positive action to improve the quality of people's lives.

Goals of the Prolect

The goals of this project are to compile a working resource to help graphic designers
develop effective solutions for social cause design problems. The intent is to provide
a starting place for designers rather than to create a comprehensive resource that
covers every aspect of social cause design.

Preface

Ultimate Purpose of Graphic Design
Many designers have a personal interest in social cause design. They believe the
noble nature and purpose of the graphic design profession is to make people's lives
easier, safer, and more enjoyable.
Benefits of Social Cause Design

Social cause design is a combination of many noble qualities of graphic design.
It gives individual designers the opportunity to make a contribution to society,
and allows the entire graphic design field to demonstrate its professional dedication,
commitment, and skills. Social cause design brings about awareness of important
issues, giving people an informed basis for deciding which causes they choose to
support. In addition, it provides a forum for organizations, which could not otherwise
afford professional design services to convey, information about their causes.
Obstacles Against Social Cause Design

Social cause design benefits everyone, from graphic designers to ordinary people
on the street. However, with all of its benefits, it has not always been a priority
for the design discipline. One major reason is that there are few financial incentives
for designers to practice social cause design. Designers who are motivated to support
or serve the community often take the initiative on their own, and many social
cause design projects are completed free of charge. The lack of financial benefits has
hindered the development of social cause design as a viable component of the graphic
design discipline. This has also translated into a lack of professional interest.
There are few resources, such as guidelines, that help designers with social cause
design strategies.

Appendix C Web Resource Text

Reasons for Working
on Social Cause Design
Projects
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Although each designer may have his or her own reasons for contributing
to various social causes, these reasons can be categorized into two groups:
professional and personal.
Professional Reasons

Social cause design can offer a designer the chance to gain a positive professional
experience where client bias and constraints may not be as strict. It can also offer
designers exposure to large segments of the public. Additionally, social cause design
provides opportunities for the public to better understand the design discipline.
Personal Reasons

A designer's own personal, ethical, moral, religious, and political beliefs can motivate
one to help a nonprofit organization with its causes.
Social Cause
Design: Model of
Communication

To understand social cause design, it is helpful to examine its communication process.
Lasswell's model of communication can be used to show this process. It includes five
components: who, says what, in which channel, to whom, and with what effect. Using
this model, one can follow the path of a message as it travels from
the original sender to the intended receiver. Although there are more recent and
advanced models of communication, Lasswell's model is simple and easy to
understand. It has all of the basic components of the communication process.

Major Categories of
Social Cause Design

Major categories include: health, minority groups, political, nature, social issues,
and education. They are the same six categories developed in the Synthesis stage of the
thesis project. For more information on the categories of social cause design, please see
the synthesis section.

Problelll Solving
Strategies Used for
Social Cau"e Design

These strategies came from the analysis of examples of social cause design. They are
presented within the six major categories. For more information on these strategies
please see the Ideation section.

Reference

Reference matenals includes publications such as magazines, journals, and books.
For more information please see the Precedents and Bibliography sections.

Feedback

Feedback includes questions for users who visit the site. They are designed to
determine how users feel about the web resource and its usefulness as a resource for
social cause design problem-solving. Feedback questions are listed on the next page.

Appendix CWeb Resource Text

Feedback
Questions

~

Is the web resource helpful?

• Is the matrix of categories of social cause design helpful?
, Should any additional categories be added?
• Are the strategies provided helpful?
• Should any additional strategies be added?
" Would you add anything to the web resource?
Would you improve any part of the web resource?
Do you have a better understanding of social cause design
after viewing the web resource?
" Do you think social cause design is important?
• Are projects such as this web resource worthwhile?
• Would a graphic design online community for social cause design be helpful?
" What are some of the other things that can be done
to help designers with social cause design?
Do you have any additional comments?
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ThiS IS the hOlllepage of the website.
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ThiS IS the preface section of tile webSite.
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This is the reasons section of the website.
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ThiS is the model section of the webSite.
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Reference
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This IS the category page of the examples section.
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ThiS is the 'medical' page of the examples section
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:ANCER CURES SMOKING

This page is part of the medical section that has all six examples of anti-smoking messages.
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ThiS page IS part of the medical section that has the survey results of anti-smoking examples.
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:nvlJn..t 1" (h~ !""Jh '~l ",,··u,ltl- .t4 'Ill' 1 Ulf~' :
Jm 1.\'\.1'), lt~jll.~ II.' ::~ll'V 'Jll<

"1", ~ .....,h)~ 1,. "1.'I\JJII.~ Il,~ ~_I ~{lIJl\II'

4-,,,, l,h,~ Illj,\,,'r\.,J

~.

~

l'h, 111"~.,I~· i.. ,'me'I:"lllllll,"I"l Ilt.,~ ,Hli ,.1 11\.,r, \1"W"'~' ,
<"U\(' JIli"t-' I ,. ~~ f lfn':l:" ll:! ~'h\~1 .Judl,'II," '. rh:' 11\,,,,, :I\~ :J. ~~ .. ~
h)'ll')dc: ... ,.,n4

J..
'.
,
h,,,,, 'f "'...:,~ \ll'\' {1~'rJ.o:.~,l th.:
~<o,iJh"<lI! .'ll(,l,lll~

Th~ > ,t,,,~{J':
\1,ltlll< ,01

,I

'£lIe

,

1_\

,

l'

l\tA:.).\p-\:·JX'llll~,....llllJllU(I~~{<'.J h::r.:t, ,'" ,uy ,l;~~(JoI;:' 11 ;, ,d~l,t «·l..l,u.'dy

.: n) 1« '1'rtJ~UI;;lld Jl1' dr. UI".tl," j~":t:lCllf<\h\'llljfl\ln~ lill~J \\IJI,
":!lW$"" hue I.) kt~"l,.
.

•

;'

"

..... J

',J.

l

Buu,or »nti irony .1:,\ llM;U to pH 111~(j\t'{)~~ Tb.,t \(,lmJh"ml
~lll.'kllll-\ klll~ '111~ IIlh)/'." ~f:l, vt,~qnb ..1.['0111 I') l'~t"i.·_ut:ecl !J~' ,,"ti(lll~
NlillU 'rho l:ill~ his n,e-,·"rt,.fi"'l~ w,t,b ¥"';Jll.Jhllu,1 ~lll(l"( ~(",'l1> Illllll\'
:111U tr."u;" ..1.1 lil:$t It IS ~ullrull.....;\(111il.J. llW.( .(ri\'l1~ JII.·~(Il><' ,'[X/1l1 ll~
J,lllll' ,"- .\1 ~\1,.(i'IJl."lhl _'I'Ol.lllg; (11<.' j.ti.1I1ll"rilC:r.;,'tI ",,(.hi:l.l.::t'.~ ~l,+( lh·
"~l.)\':e:t, hI! ralh.-r )~v('li' .ll'<JlIl,J ~[j\l'~"-tl. YIJ..h n~ 1:'(lJJfl:~ "IW h.wd.

111:" h'<lIl{J~

"illlt.IYr .1 "oM:al'lII;.li :\lld

,i..

;;~t"l(' ,\j{Jre' pl.. t<~ .I1")~ .H

\/1,' ,n,':1'wt~'" l'l'ill'lt m .• \' 0:: 1W\U" IIlJU(!.ltl 'illC'ld (Jet(4 lUll"

_k\\ Ult~

dw "UllJ.\t ,IIIJ J"if'-lill'; \.h.. ~<.tVI':

h;'

1.<.'W,'1 h6o'\1IIll~ M!.\,~

•

This page is part of the medical section that describes the strategies used for tile three
examples the audience liked.
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Homcpage

Reasons

Prefllce

Model

l;:Xdmples

L11\~kr lh~ 1n1ll('U!~' ~·.Jl\·gl'r)' Ih,'1 \' all: SI '\ 'tt1be.tI\~!\J1'I\·'\: thdd.h 11. h.t U:-.
\\'lllnlU. ;\(tKJH Amtri-..tJlil, ;\JI~I ,l...",hlld. r""(.Hlll'k .. mdu ..k

c!,krJy,

Illl':!>~.Jg(,\ 101
,'\tt1,'rH.\ln

...· Iok-ute.

i.. ~ucs. ':>w...h .h child )(.>!.ltn ~ leI'll I'fl'gn.lll\)'. M11,.Hlhibwr.y, ,11.'t.ll·kd people. ;\l,h"'IJlIl'\ '-" lh\OCJ!>('. :lnd OtllY:k::'tk

n\\

ru\tLl .. il)n It...\I.~h: u( dh:St m(,,'''',l~~l:> IJn~\.· Irnrn r,llSIrl~

lh, audl\I1U'\ ;\W.lrt'lll.':<", tlf .11l1"tH1C

to 1I1.ltl\.1(llll; :"IJlnl'(.lm 111(..11,.\:

.\ !'{'!ro!OW ;\(11011.

Women

Afl"icun-Americllns

:'

I'

DIs,;blad

f=j-~; "'.1
~!1~!,q
:!H"
,-I"

.

.

.d

.

l~"

1Z'
A

..

;

~-

This is the '1llIl1ority' page of the examples section.

Reference

Feedbacl'
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Lfn<kr Lbl. "vLll~,11 ,<,tl'f.on th..::rc .lre lhm.:
IMll\JJl:\II)~lll;\ ••!lII.! IUl.illl)~iJc~. E,.tlllrl"

:>llh"Jh'g.llflC"· ~I\)b.\l

i:.\>m'.. ,

iu..:ludl: 11l..... ~:Jl;(,·3 ior I~Ub.

)ull~ ;l~ U11LTll.HIPn.11 GlHl lr:dJi. kwg. rd,j<il l'rtl!ilmt,..llld _,lill\ dl(IIOI.l"l.
Tilt pcrsU,I..,j(11l

!(,'\\

b (>llhl~ n'L'3'),j~I;\> rilHUe IrQJ\l ril.J~ulg till' ~lIljll'UCl'"

AW.lr\lll.;-li, III :w J~)UC L(' mutjv:Hin~ ')(.rn~'{\m, 10 (al,-.I

Global Issues

r'I)III\',

.u:uon.

l.ocal lssuEt&

jJ.~~~Ii1!,rJEIO~~~l"!.:'

!nwnl'JII<JOIiI (ian

STOP GUNIT~~~·JRE"~~o~I.AMNESTY'

A;.cit\1 Prc;ftln

Tru11ir..kJII(J

TRAFFICKING

This

IS

the 'political' page of the examples section.

~~""J~':;~'~~ V

INTERNATIONAL!
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Homepage

Reasons

Preface

Model

Exampl....

I

LJrulcr

till:

,sll,ul C:ill(~()l'l' Wl;Cl'

.1ft

Ihrt't' sutll'Jtq;NIC':>: 1.lrgc gn.h1p.

')HuIJl w·f;Ur..Hld l.odl\'iduJI P;~nmpl<{lJtdl\dl' rll.('s:-.n~cs (r,r 11>'iUl'b.
::Ill,'h ,IS f..\lt.d td~II\..m"lup:-, hnm,lk%

pt'oplt Th\~

jX'l'MljSlt)J)

kjdl>. .lnd JJltll\ldu~1 hoJm"k~~
]c"cb 0.)( dWilC (lJC\\:l~,;" J Jogt' fr')fn l"IISIOg IjH':

il.Udlt'U,t":-. :\\\'..Ir('f)I")') ('1 .In

I:-"Ill' Wl\1oti\'.H1l1i-':' :.nmtOhc It) l:lk,'

..t pu~i(J't(1 ttet)on.

Small Group

This is the 'social' page of the examples section.

Referqnce

Feedbacl.
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Homepage

Preface

Reasons

Undtr chI: (Jl~·lJ'ullJllcnt.tl C.Jl\GOt}' Ihl'tl

:m:

Model

Exanlples

IW'I ~\lhl..\ll'~l)ll(')~ wddlik
')udl iill v.ddlji.o.:

:\lld <.'OltIJOIlJl)(nl, L-':fiUlrll':-. UJclu,l, Ilk"~gt.:':1 (or 1ll.'>UClio,

h.ihll.lt I'r,)t~l1l{lfl ..Illd IIn.I" W=*~IC tn.. :lIrlU;oL Thl' JWJ':t\1.I"1(.Ill k'\'l:\:. of
lh\~ O!,S,>J;;(!l- I Jnl;!\~ from 1.lI"'Ul~ the ;luJ"'Ul\" aW:lr\u(;~') vi.\II i~,>oc

to Hlntn'Jtlug ,,(lIll<'·OllC 10

Wlldli'e

l..lkl

a

l'tl:til\\'\~ :t,"IIOIl.

Environment

Wlldllfo Hoblmt
I'rotuctto{)

This

IS

the 'environmental' page of the examples section,

Reference

Feedbacl<

Appendix D Web Resource Screen Sequence

.

UUl..k:r l!JlC' \':l:hl~'illif)1J t::Il~'};oJr~ lhl'm me two 'oUh:at~·H\"ldc:-. :\~~;ldcslJj(."dm;~llioJJ
,tllJ ,,<Xllllt:r!u<;:HlQIl f:'.,~~m[)kb iJlC!\Jl!c U1l·.'>~"~C)Jl.'t j\.)IIC~, :.\ldl u__ htcl".'lt-y
:H1d

tet'n )l!\.'I,U l"dUl':<lUl'n

rhe' pO:l ~tJ.~I'll} 1(:\ eh

l)f lhc,;\' m\'·~llg,\;:. riilli:c. [fl.'1ll

lllll>JJJl;; Itl\: lIudll:lt~(··.'! ;mtl\l'lWS~ .)[ oJU i'-"'III;' to ffl()lh-Hling t-o)lJlc.)nt~ Il·wke
.lpll)il)\'l'IIo.;I;'OO.

.

Aeademic Education Social Education

Llturacy

....

,"

TC'ln Sudol Ed\lcatioll

This is the 'education' page of the examples section
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To Attract Readers' Attention In Socta/lssues Leaflets

Design ISSuBS '
In tho Shadow of tho fascos: Political Doslgn In Fosclst Italy
P 39.52, Vol. 13, No.1, Spring 1997
•

~

nl:fJl1j;

Infonn.tion Design Joum.t

Socia/Issues Infotainment: Using Emotion and Entertainment
67·81, 11111, 2003,/2003

l' !J\!qrd..HI

lud\' Gn~gN)'
Graphls
Crispin Portor & Bogusky: "Truth" In Advortlslng
P 72·89, NoviD"" 2000, 56, 330
\'.f~nl'H 13\'r~~ I

Branz/'s Dilemma: Design In Cont8mporary Culture
Po 3·2p, Vol, 14, No, 1, Spring 1998
K.kh.lrJ l~udl.:lrWIJ
Grimaces on the Walls: Anti-Bolshevist Posters
11nd t{l8 Debare qbotlt KIt~ch

TBWA Hunt Lascaris: Advortlslng In South Africa

p.

lB'"O,Nel. 14, No.2, 5\ln1mm 19~8

.. $hyrwirJ. Suuuwm:

P- 16·32, MMIApr 2001, 57,332
lkrg\ r

\\,7311\ II

,

,I.

(

7'·

l

,:..,

InformatJon and Persuasion: Rlrsls or Partners 7
~ P. 80·.:B3, v,gJ.. ' ~.6, No. 3, AlJ~{l'nq 2000 -,'
. '" t:
1>h..Jlht:.tJn...:}.. h.;(;,)~I. ' , ' 1 , , '
,
.

Print
Matches An> Not Toysl
P 99·101, 57, No, 1, 2603

,

,\n(\H'<\ lXi!o()

Roallty Bitos
P. lBll·1B6, 57, No.5, Sep:Oct 2003
Rj\.h f\:J\'Ut)1

, Human Dignity and Hum;m Rights: Thoughts on the Principles of
;. Human-Centered'Design (:
.
p. 35-39, Vor:17, No.3, Sumn,et 2001
Ridl<ltc.l B\'J(:hJHlln

This is the first page otthe reference section.
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Homet>8ge

A

"Soci.,

heasons

Preface

Mod.," of D..II/n: ,..U.. of p,.ct/c. .nd R....1Ch

P. 24-30. VOl 18. No 4. Allhlfnn 2002
VI,lo(

\Cln~,\hn

.lUd

Model

EX8n,ples

Reference

Art Business News

The Art of He.llnl/

~~hIJ \f:H!.~~)hn

P 66·70. 30 No.9 S. 2003
J\lllC h'JliJ

Speaking of the Heart: Some Annotations
p. 62~G7. Vol 1~. No. 1, WlfI{or 2002
Il.llm,) Fh,>l.:-

Metalsmith

Embod'ed Symp.thy

Users' Creative Responses and Designers' Roles

p 34·39, 22. No 3, Sumlfler 2002
lhll\ tl.ld,'.l\f

P 6·1--73, Vol 19. No 2, 5""og 2003
I<m \V,n

~hi.'h.ll! )111

Creative Review
Mihan Glaser and Jonathan Bambrook Discuss Design's
Rules of Engagement
P: 52·56, December 2003

NewltJrlrnmes
Advertising: A Consultant ISSUBS a Report that Looks at How
Public ServfceAds could be Greatly Improved, .\I.IV S, 20011 L \1

j\1~l<,n GI,IX-I .10<1 ]Otl<ld1J.H 1.\<11 oi'ronk.

..\Ifl~nn

r:H.'

Visible Language
G8t ReBI: The Need for EffectlvB Design RSS8Brch

p. 93-109. 37. No.1 2003
Chn<.:(prh,'l' l>.;ll nh'tlJ

Graphic Assimilation: New Immigrants and Social Identity.

Graphic Oesi9n
Why Bad Ads Happen to Good Causes: and How to Ensure They
Won't Happen to }burs, 2tJD2

P 221-233, 37.2. 2003

,\n~ly LI\th1m:'H1

n.lr!·Jf,1 ~d.HUIJ\<'-':' ,111,1

(., ann 111 Chu

ThiS

IS

the second page of the reference section.

Feedbach
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Design Issues: How Graphic Design (nfanns Society, :://01.
J:d.itl'd hy ilK H/)l1arIJ
Social Work: Saatchl and Saarch,.s Cause-Rfllafed Ideas.

Communication
CommunIcatIon Theories: OrigIns. Methods,
and Uses In the Mass Media,

...;1111 Ldl~I()jl~ ~O() I

~OI)2.

:\:11[(.l1i :md ~>ll.ll._hi

\\pnlcl'

Visual ;ntell~gBnce: Pe";;ptJon, Imags, and MspJpu/ation In
Visual Communication, 1 tfq7
A,nne M.lrk·, l>c.w.lrd K1\rry

. Graphic Design: Reproduction and Repress,rtatlon Since 1800.
199'"

r'JlI!

•
h)hllll;~ '<Iud l)~\'id

,

CrO\\ 1~'Y

CommunIcation: The LIving End, 1~}3~
I~J,n A. CiilrhD~
,

Graphic Design for Non-Profit Organizations. 1991
1\'1~l" Latin.l) ,lltJ M:\"~';lnw \Igllclli

Methodology
The Craft of Research, ~cd,ntl ~ di~l,n: 2(}O.~·
Wil}'Th.: C~ BlJutn.. Cr~f:.\llv t;. CI,.\t'lTIh. j<p..:ph M. Wdli~n.l'"

lkm

"(,l"CJ~. JJm B..\J.~'lan

Creatlvfl Whack Pack
!t{'f;I:" V(.n (kdl

.

,

'

Compassion Fatigue: How the MedIa Self Disease, FamIne, .
War and Death, 1~1~)ll
Sif$;ln

.,f

The Universal Traveler: A Soft·Sysfems Gulde'to Creativity,
Problem-Solving and the Process of Reaching Goals, ll~(; l:pdatcd
(,b·;~l\.- !·\litlnn. 2\)n ~

j.S. wrtl~lP ,'uj(f j,llilt:\ \,~ T.ll\k;>r.t Ir

,

>'

L)~

i\IOl?lIcr"

Social Marketing
Marketing Social Change: Changing Behavior to Promof6 Health,
Social Devfllopment, and the Environment 199 S
,\1.)(1

I~. >\nd~,!j,'\\'»l

The Art of Cause MarketIng: How to Use Advertising to Change

Personal BehavIor and Public Policy,
Rkhn((! twrle'

This is the third page of the reference section.
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Advocacy Advertising and Large Cotporations: Social Conflict, Big
Business Image, the News Media, and PubJlc PollcV; 19-;7
P;uka.. h ~"fb~

~.

Brand Spirit: How Cause Related Marlcetlng Builds Srands• .WO J

1 tJIW'I!t

r)ltl~~l\' 1\J1.1 M:l.1'Il)lJ(·l h,)jll\I;>C)ll

Advertising
Creating EffeetJve Advertising: Using Semlotlcs, :,ccon<1 Eilifion, .1~l~.~
:\ilku Nitd-!-H ,\tlJ RJch.H~1 D. 7-.dy 3 •
Ads, Fads and Consumer Culture: Advertising's Impact on
American Character and Society, 1(10;;
'\nhm /\..,.J l~rB.~t
Endless Propaganda: The Advertising of Public Goods, 2,,00
f,llll Rlllh~'Jj.n\1

.

Social Communication /n Advertising: Persons, Products and
Images of Well-Being, jl)')ll
\VIUJ.J1H I U:,:>, Stcph(n 1,!J)l(;..)f1{1 )\:1 lh.lll ...

Rebels and Colleagues: Advertising and Social Change In
French Canada, j 97)
,
I rnkl1l.L Elkw

This is the fourth page of the reference section
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Pt~~!..\· tt'd 6l'\. [(' :.cnd Y()UI' ("UrnOlt:Hh: qUC\rf(lfI~. \)1' (Jll~'t:rn'l
Any uln'iOlll'tIVl" c("im..tl,m rhat w(lLlld IlnnrOvt' llil" wt:b,n;Wllr...c
1\ wd..rrlTled. YOtll l~"CdbJI'k willl'l' :.:r(·~rl)· (lppr<::d,Hc,1.

1>1\.":.<:1;' .,clld

\'\llll L(lmm ....Jl{~

tn'

hongliangraphicdesign at vahoo.com

.. \'VI'lulu J

be

•

gJitphlc dL'sigp 'Hlh{l~ ('(~mll1Unll)' h)r'~~)cial

IJdptuT~

\YhJr:u~ ~('lrt{'

,dc!.\I;;ncl," WHJ,

of th~ olru.'r rhln~ .. (h,,-(
so~~d

...:wl,l.;d

d,~jl~n?

.. On you 1\,Iv..: ;'IllY :tddicional cpmmcm,,?

\Vould )'()IJ ~dd ,1l1Yth.U1t: to lhc 'A'ch r~~()uri:l."?
\Vollid rqU'jrnpwn;- :H1Y pJrl

(~t rhe, w~h

C.\U<;t' dl1;'lWl

.

f<::SO\U·... u?

• Do \1011 h~\e J brucr UnddMJnl~n~:(lfslx,.i:d C,llJl,t; d~'~"lhn ;lfrcr .
"it'\\ln~ duo wcb h"-::lOllr..-,·?

This is the feedback section of the website.

':3rJ 1><::

J,>m: whelp
.

